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Abstract
In this thesis we discuss measurements and modeling of minority heated fast-ion dis-
tributions in the Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF) on the Alcator C-Mod
tokamak. Analysis of fast-ions >100Te is important for both ITER and a future fusion
reactor as both will have a significant population of 3.5 MeV alpha particles gener-
ated in fusion reactions. Fast particles in this energy range can drive unstable modes
such as Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAEs) and Reversed Shear Alfv'n Eigenmodes
(RSAEs). Furthermore, energetic ions may display plasma properties that differ from
the bulk plasma. It is crucial to benchmark current simulation codes with measure-
ments from highly energetic fast-ions on current devices. This thesis will focus on
measurements of the fast-ion distribution made on C-Mod with an upgraded Com-
pact Neutral Particle Analyzer (CNPA). Measurements of the fast-ion distributions
will reveal strong dependences of the fast-ion effective temperature on both electron
density and plasma current. For further analysis, we use the simulated distributions
generated by the coupled full-wave spectral solver AORSA, with the zero orbit-width
bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck code CQL3D. A new synthetic diagnostic integrated
into CQL3D is used to make direct comparisons with the CNPA. We find that for
plasmas that have a steady-state fast-ion distribution (df /dt = 0) the simulation and
the experiment have good agreement. However, in simulations where the fast-ion
distribution is evolving in time (df/dt -/ 0) we find a discrepancy between the sim-
ulation and the experimental results. The simulation is seen to evolve much slower
than the experiment. Various reasons for the discrepancy are explored, including the
possibility of a violation of the quasi-linear theory used in CQL3D.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1946, Sir George Paget Thomson and Moses Blackman of Britain patented a design
for a fusion reactor. Patent GB817681 includes many features recognizable on fusion
experiments today. Among these features are a toroidal chamber, a strong toroidal
guide field, a, toroidal plasma current, a deuterium gas species and auxiliary heating
by electromagnetic waves. At the time of the patent, fusion research was classified,
both in the UJnited States and abroad, and research was pursued by various countries
independently. Fusion research and development remained independent until 1958,
when a worldwide agreement would declassify all magnetic confinement fusion energy
research. Thomson and Blackman's patent, along with parallel research in the United
States, the Soviet Union and various other countries would be released to the public
shortly after. Fusion energy became a scientific research project with collaborators
around the (1itire world and remains so today [1].
In Thomson and Blackman's patent, they recognized the need to reach a very high
temperature in a plasma in order to produce a sustained fusion reaction. Their chosen
method for achieving this temperature was to heat the plasma with electromagnetic
waves. This thesis will discuss one of the methods of heating by electromagnetic
waves, Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH). In more detail, it will examine
the resulting distribution of heated ions using both new detection diagnostics on the
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Alcator C-Mod tokamak, and with advanced simulation techniques. A main focus of
this thesis is the benchmarking and validation of current simulation techniques with
experimental results.
The layout of this thesis is as follows. The remainder of this chapter describes the
Tokamak reactor concept and some of the basic plasma physics properties that are
relevant to the thesis. Chapter 2 discusses the Compact Neutral Particle Analyzer
(CNPA) diagnostic used to make measurements of fast-ions heated by ICIRH. This
chapter also includes a description of previously built, similar diagnostics both on
C-Mod and on other tokamaks. Chapter 3 describes experimental results and the
analysis routines used to interpret them. Among the results, we find that the fast-ion
distribution has a strong dependence on plasma current, and this encourages simu-
lation focus on this area. Chapter 4 introduces AORSA and CQL3D, two plasma
simulation codes, and a new synthetic diagnostic that allows for direct conparison
between these codes and experimental measurements. The second half of Chapter
4 discusses simulations of steady-state, df/dt = 0, fast-ion distributions with com-
parisons to experimental results. We find good agreement between simulation and
experiment for plasma currents ranging from 0.6 MA to 1.2 MA, indicating that the
simulation codes can correctly predict the fast-ion distribution function for steady-
state minority-heated plasmas. Chapter 5 discusses time-dependent simulations which
focus on the evolution of the fast-ion distribution during the periods of time imme-
diately after the ICRF heating turns on and turns off. The time-dependent results
reveal a discrepancy between simulation and experiment and the reasons for the dis-
crepancy are explored. One of the possible reasons for the discrepancy is a violation of
quasi-linear theory, and there is some supporting evidence, both from analytic theory
and from improved simulation techniques. Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions of the
research and points to future paths that are fertile ground for further inquiry.
This is not the first attempt at measuring the fast-ion distribution with a CNPA
or comparing the results with AORSA-CQL3D simulations [2]. However it is the first
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Table 1.1: Physical parameters of tokamaks worldwide. Starred entries have yet to
be built[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 91.
Name Location Years of Operation Maj. Rad (in) Min. Rad (m)
Alcator C-Mod MA, USA 1991 - pres. 0.67 0.22
Alcator C MA, USA 1978 - 1986 0.64 0.16
Alcator A MA, USA 1972 - 1978 0.54 0.10
DIII-D CA, USA 1986 - pres 1.66 0.67
NSTX NJ, USA 1999 - pres 0.85 0.67
TFTR NJ, USA 1982-1997 2.4 0.8
PLT NJ, USA 1975-1986 1.32 0.4
JET England 2000-pres 2.96 1.0
ASDEX-U Germany 1991-pres 1.65 0.5
Tore Supra Prance 1988-pres 2.25 0.7
JT-60 UF Japan 1990-pres 3.4 1.0
ITER* France 2020-?? 8.14 2.8
ARIES-AT* ?? ?? 5.2 1.3
time that fast-ion data has been obtained over a large ensemble of plasma discharges.
It is also the first time that comparisons with simulations have been made over a range
of plasma currents and at energies > 350 keV. The thesis compares the absolute value
of the neutral flux to a synthetic diagnostic, which has not been attempted with any
minority-heated plasma. Lastly, this thesis outlines the initial attempt to simulate a
time-evolving discharge, and indicates that there are discrepancies with the simulation
in plasmas with evolving fast-ion distributions.
1.1 Tokamaks
The first tokatmak was built in 1956 by Russian scientists at the Kurchatov Institute in
Moscow. The word 'tokamak' is a Russian acronym that loosely translates to toroidal
chamber with a magnetic field. Since then, the tokamak has been the most successful
controlled fusion device and many tokamaks can be found around the world (see Ta-
bles 1.1 and 1.2). Tokamaks use strong magnetic fields to confine hot plasmas. There
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Table 1.2: Operating parameters of tokamaks worldwide. Starred entries have yet to
built [10, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 9].
Name TF (T) jp (MA) ne (x 102 0m3) Te (keV) Pulse Length
Alcator C-Mod < 8 0.4-2 1-2 1-8 2
Alcator C < 14 < 0.5 < 7 2 0.4
Alcator A < 10 < 0.2 < 5 1 0.2
DIII-D 2.1 3 <1.0 ~10 10
NSTX 0.3 1 0.6 2 0.9
TFTR 6 3 ~0.5 12 2-3
PLT 4 0.5 -0.5 ~2 1
JET 3.8 <7 0.7 10 ~20
ASDEX-U 3.1 1.2 ~1.0 ~5 ~7
Tore Supra 4.5 1.7 < 0.5 ~5 330
JT-60 U 4.5 5 0.5 ~12 ~10
ITER* 5.7 27 ~11 ~-110 1000
ARIES-AT* 5.8 13 2.15 18 months
are three main magnetic fields in the tokamak, and these are shown in Figure 1-1. The
dominant field is toroidal (long way around the torus) and is created by conducting
coils wrapped around the vacuum chamber. This field alone is insufficient for charged
particle confinement. In addition to the strong toroidal field, a considerably weaker
poloidal field (short way around the torus) is necessary. Unfortunately, creating this
field is more difficult. A conducting loop through the center of the plasma would
create a suitable field, but the plasma will melt any loop placed there. Therefore, it
is necessary to use the plasma's conductivity itself to create the poloidal field. To
drive a toroidal plasma current, tokamaks use a strong central solenoid that passes
through the hole in the middle of the torus. By increasing the current through this
coil, an electric field is created in the plasma in the toroidal direction in accordance
to Faraday's Law. The plasma is an excellent conductor of electricity and a current
is driven in response to this electric field. An additional benefit is that the plasma is
also heated through the same process. The downside of using a central coil is that
driving current in the plasma requires a continual increase of current in the central
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solenoid. Because this cannot happen indefinitely, it limits the amount of time a
plasma can b e sustained. Alternative methods of driving current with RF waves or
neutral beams is a heavily researched topic on present-day devices.
Other coils situated about the machine provide lesser fields for various stability
and plasma shaping concerns. The most important of these is a vertical field, usually
created by toroidal loops on the top and bottom of the vessel. The vertical field is
required for plasma equilibrium. Additional coils are often used to provide feedback
control and correct for slight alignment errors in the main coils.
Tokamaks are axisymmetric by design. This means that there is negligible vari-
ation in the toroidal direction. Axisymmetry simplifies plasma diagnosis because
measurements taken at one toroidal location of the tokamak can be assumed to be
valid at any other toroidal location.
1.1.1 Single particle motion
Characteriziig the motion of charged particles in the magnetic fields of the tokamak
is essential for many of the concepts discussed in this thesis. The relevant physics of
charged particle motion will be discussed in this section.
Charged particles feel a force perpendicular to both their direction of motion and
the magnetic field lines,
F = qi x B. (1.1)
Here, q is the particle charge, U is the particle velocity and B is the magnetic field.
Therefore, in a constant magnetic field, a charged particle feels no force in the di-
rection of the magnetic field, but exhibits circular motion perpendicular to the field.
Thus, the total particle motion is helical. The motion of a single particle about a mag-
netic field line can be calculated by setting the LHS of Eq. 1.1 to mdV/dt and solving
the differential equation. The result gives unconstrained motion along the field line
and circular motion perpendicular to the field line with frequency and radius given
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Figure 1-1: A toroidal vacuum vessel is shown along with the standard tokarnak mag-
netic coils. A vacuum vessel with a cylindrical cross-section is chosen for simplicity.
The toroidal field coils are shown in red, the central solenoid is green, and the vertical
field coils are yellow. Also shown is the standard coordinate system used in this thesis
with the R, Z, and # axes.
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by,
WC = 27rfe = ; pL- - (1.2)
Here fc is the cyclotron frequency, PL is the radius of the circular motion (the
Larmor radius). v 1 is the perpendicular velocity of the particle, B is the magnetic
field strength and m is the particle mass. Note that because q is signed, the electrons
and the ions will gyrate around the field in opposite directions.
To zeroth order a particle will trace out a helical orbit along a field line. However,
if we account for the presence of electrical fields, field line curvature or changes in
magnetic field strength, the particle will drift off the field lines. For a torus with
a circular cross-section the particle motion can be described analytically. However,
for more complicated magnetic field topologies, the calculations need to be done
numerically.
Motion in a field of changing strength
A particle in a plasma may undergo collisions with other particles or may lose energy
to radiative emission of photons. However, first we will consider particle orbits in the
absence of these two energy loss mechanisms, i.e. orbits of particles that conserve
total kinetic energy. Another constant of motion is the first adiabatic invariant,
M2mv2
P -2B = const, (1.3)
which is constant if the gradient length of the magnetic field is large compared to
the particle's Larmor radius. From Equation 1.3, we infer that if a charged particle
is moving into a region of increasing field strength, the velocity perpendicular to the
magnetic field, v1 must also increase. Since the total particle energy is conserved,
the velocity along the field line v1 decreases. It is possible that vg reaches 0, at which
point the ion will reflect and begin traveling in the opposite direction. This is the
magnetic mirror effect. For a given field gradient, the point of reflection is determined
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Figure 1-2: In this plot, several flux surfaces of a plasma with a cylindrical cross-
section are shown. The red line on the outermost flux surface represents an arbitrary
magnetic field line. Also shown is the standard coordinate system used in this thesis
with the R, Z, and <p axes.
by the pitch-angle, V = vg/v. Particles with low values of V will be reflected with
only a small gradient in magnetic field strength.
1.1.2 Magnetic fields in a tokamak
If a field line is followed around the tokamak, it will trace out a 'flux surface' (see
Figure 1-2). To zeroth order, particles are confined to flux surfaces. Therefore, flux
surfaces delineate natural boundaries in the plasma. Often a measurement made
in the plasma at a specific location can be generalized to any location on the same
flux surface. This is an improvement on axisymmetry, and allows measurements taken
along a single radial chord to determine some plasma properties throughout the entire
plasma. However, plasma properties display more variation in the poloidal direction
than they do in the toroidal direction, and we note that some properties, such as
magnetic field strength, are not the same over the entire flux surface.
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A note on coordinate systems
Before describing how the magnetic fields inside the plasma are determined, it is
important to describe the coordinate systems that we will use both now and for the
rest of the thesis. As shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2, the general cylindrical system can
be used to describe the tokamak geometry. However, this geometry is inconvenient for
many calculations. Often a pseudo-toroidal system is used instead, and both systems
are used interchangeably in this thesis.
Figure 1-3 shows both the pseudo-toroidal coordinate system and the cylindrical
coordinate system. The coordinate systems are shown overlaid on a cross-section of
the plasma. The flux surfaces are shown in blue. Magnetic lines in this region lie on
closed flux surfaces. The last closed flux surface is shown in red. Outside this flux
surface, all magnetic field lines terminate on a vessel wall. The radial coordinate r
represents the distance from the magnetic axis of the plasma and the poloidal angle
O represents the angle from the outboard midplane. Often, the coordinate r is not as
useful as the normalized radial coordinate p = r/a, where a is the distance between
the magnetic axis and the last closed flux surface on the outboard midplane.
Magnetic field calculations
It is difficult to get actual measurements of the magnetic fields in the plasma. How-
ever, these magnetic fields are absolutely vital for both tokamak operation and analy-
sis. Not only do they determine the flux surfaces used for applying diagnostic measure-
ments throughout the plasma, it is impossible to control a plasma without knowledge
of its shape. Instead of direct measurements inside the plasma core, measurements
are taken at the edge of the plasma and are used as boundary conditions for the Grad
- Shafronov equation which governs magnetic field topology [12].
R + 2  -poR -- F (1.4)Rk R R Dz2 dP d@'
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Figure 1-3: Shown are the various coordinate systems used in this thesis overlaid over
a poloidal cross-section of the plasma.
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where
-~ 1 F
B =-@x S+ -#,R R
- 1dF 1 I 12
yoj = V@ x 0-- - + $.R d@ RBR (R R ) z
Here, a cylindrical coordinate system is used (see Figure 1-2) and 2 represents the
magnetic flux that passes through a surface,
= 15 - dS.
The relationship between V) and the magnetic fields are given by,
1 8@'
BR R 
z
R az'
1 D8'
z R8R
In order t determine the plasma eoiilibrium. we use boiundary conditions imposed
by measurements to place conditions on the free functions p(@0) and F(O). These
boundary conditions alone are insufficient and additional conditions are necessary to
uniquely spe'cify an equilibrium [13].
1.1.3 Trapped and passing particles
The toroidal magnetic field strength in vacuum can be calculated from Ampere's Law
by considering a circular path at radius R:
1
poITF = 27RBp; BO oc . (1.5)R*
Here, ITF is the current that passes through all the toroidal field coils. Thus the
toroidal field strength varies inversely with major radius and is stronger on the inside
of the torus than on the outside. For normal field configurations, a particle will
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experience the lowest magnetic field where the orbit intersects the outboard midplane.
At this point vil is maximal. For this reason, it is convenient to express particle orbits
in terms of the pitch angle at the outboard midplane, Vo = sin(v 1 ,o/v), where 0
subscripts denote that the value is taken at the outboard midplane.
There are two classes of particle orbits in a tokamak magnetic field, trapped orbits
and passing orbits. Trapped particles have a low 0o and reach a point along their
orbit where v = 0 causing them to be reflected by the magnetic mirror. Passing
particles never reach a point where vil = 0 and thus do not get reflected. Figure 1-4
shows various trapped particle orbits projected onto a single poloidal plane. Because
of their shape, these particle orbits are called 'banana' orbits.
The radial difference between the inner location and the outer location of a banana
orbit at the midplane is the 'banana width'. The banana width varies inversely with
current, and is given by [5],
vn 0 qB 0Ab = ; mwe0i = . (1.6)
Here, v110 represents the parallel velocity at the outboard midplane. w,.o represents the
poloidal cyclotron frequency, the frequency of gyration about the poloidal magnetic
field. The integrated poloidal field can be obtained from Ampere's law integrated
around a flux surface,
J Bods = -po ( JdA.
The areal integral determines the total toroidal current contained by the flux surface
and the surface integral gives the integrated poloidal field. Most importantly for
this thesis, Equation 1.1.3 shows that the banana width scales proportionally to the
parallel velocity and inversely with plasma current,
Ab C II. (1.7)
'p
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Figure 1-4: Orbits for trapped protons with various initial conditions are shown. (a)
shows 300 keV (green) 1 MeV (yellow) and 3 MeV (red) ions with banana tips at the
same location. (b) shows 1 MeV ions with banana tips at the same R location but
different z locations. (c) shows 1 MeV ions with banana tips on the same flux surface
but with different vg/vi ratios. (a), (b) and (c) are all for 1 MA plasmas. (d) shows
the same ions as in plot (c) but in a 600 kA plasma.
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Figure 1-4 shows various banana orbits calculated for plasmas on the Alcator C-
Mod tokamak. Plots (c) and (d) show the effects of parallel velocity and plasma
current on banana orbit width. Several of these orbits intersect the plasma limiter.
Any particle with an orbit that intersects a vessel component is unconfined. From
these figures it is shown that highly energetic, barely trapped particles in plasmas
with low plasma currents are least likely to be confined.
1.2 Alcator C-Mod
The experimental work presented in this thesis was carried out on the Alcator C-
Mod tokamak. Alcator is an acronym for Alto Campo Torus or "High Field Torus",
and the Alcator project studies high magnetic field, high density, compact tokamaks.
C-Mod is the third tokamak in the Alcator family and is larger, hotter, has similar
high plasma density and lower magnetic field than its predecessors (see Tables 1.2
and 1.1). This section will describe in more detail the geometry and operating regime
of C-Mod.
1.2.1 C-Mod vessel and geometry
Alcator C-Mod has a major radius of 67 cm and a minor radius of 22 cm. Plasmas do
not have circular cross-sections but are elongated vertically and shaped triangularity.
Alcator plasmas can run with elongation values, K = b/a, of up to 1.8 [14], where b
represents the distance from the center to the vertical plasma edge, and a represents
the distance from the center to the horizontal edge. Typical plasma shapes can be
seen in Figures 1-3 and 1-4.
C-Mod can run both limited and diverted plasmas. A limited plasma is one where
the last closed flux surface (LCFS) has a field line that intersects a vessel surface. A
diverted plasma is one where there is an 'x-point,' where the poloidal magnetic field is
zero. The LCFS field lines pass through the x-point and intersect a vessel structure,
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called a divertor specially designed to handle the incident heat load. For example, the
plasma in Figure 1-3 is a Lower Single Null (LSN) plasmas, where the x-point is at
the bottom of the plasma. Upper Single Null and Double Null plasmas are also often
made in C-Mod. Figure 1-4 includes cross-sections for Upper Single Null plasmas.
C-Mod has 10 horizontal ports and 20 vertical ports (see Figure 1-5. Each port
is lettered from A-K (skipping I). Each horizontal port is -20 cm wide and -60 cm
tall. Of the 10 horizontal ports, 3 are devoted to ICRF heating (see Section 1.3), one
is devoted to Lower Hybrid Current Drive, one is occupied by Thomson Scattering
(see Section 2.3) and one is devoted to the Diagnostic Neutral Beam. This leaves 4
horizontal p)rts for various other diagnostics.
The 20 vertical ports are distributed evenly between the top and the bottom of the
machine. These ports are all teardrop shaped, - 20 cm long and -8 cm wide at their
widest point. The port's access point is located far away from the plasma midplane.
The distance between the upper or lower divertor and the end of the vertical port is
-1.5 m. Some of the lower ports are 'closed', i.e. they are covered by a divertor plate.
These closed ports are mainly used to bring cables and fibers out of the vessel. The
remaining bottom ports allow a line of sight to the plasma from below the vacuum
vessel. The upper ports all have a line of sight to the plasma, although most of them
are partially occluded due to the presence of the cryopump. Details of the vertical
ports that are important to this thesis are discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.3
Outside the vacuum vessel are the 20 copper toroidal field bundles, each with 6
turns. These are held into place by a steel cylinder with 66 cm thick plates on the
top and the bottom. The entire structure is housed in a cryogenic shell that keeps
the magnets at liquid nitrogen temperature. Beyond the shell is a concrete shield to
block the escape of neutrons from fusion reactions. The total vertical height of the
machine, including the concrete shell is 6.63 m and the total diameter is 4.9 m.
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Figure 1-5: Schematic of top view of Alcator C-Mod tokamak showing the locations
of the 10 horizontal ports, the RF antennas, the plasma limiters and the location
viewable with the Compact Neutral Particle Analyzer.
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1.2.2 Operating parameters of Alcator C-Mod
As mentioned before, C-Mod is designed to be a high density, high field, compact
tokamak. The central toroidal field can reach 8 T. However, for the majority of the
discharges studied in this thesis, toroidal fields between 5 and 6 T are used.
Plasma current in C-Mod also has a wide range of operation. Typical operating
plasma current is between 800 kA and 1 MA. However, operating up to 2.0 MA or as
low as 400 kA is also possible. The plasma current on C-Mod is mainly driven induc-
tively through the central solenoid. Lower hybrid driven current is also a possibility,
although no)st of the discharges in this thesis do not have Lower Hybrid Current
Drive present.
C-Mod mainly operates with deuterons as the dominant plasma ions. Plasmas are
generally 90-95% deuterons with the remainder consisting of various impurity species.
Of the impurity species, the dominant ones are hydrogen (5-10 %) and boron (-
%). Other inpurities are prcscnt in trace quantities. These include molybdenum,
nitrogen, oxygen, argon and tungsten. C-Mod sometimes operates with bulk helium
plasmas, ani there are experiments where He 3 is injected as a impurity to be heated
by ICRF waves. The thesis will on deuterium majority plasmas with a hydrogen
minority andI with boron as the other dominant impurity.
Electron temperatures in ICRF heated plasmas are between 3-5 keV. Throughout
this thesis, we will assume Ti = 0.8Te, although relaxing this assumption has negligible
effect on the analysis.
C-Mod's pulse length is limited by heating in its toroidal field magnets and the
flux swing of the central solenoid. The total plasma pulse length is typically 2 s at
normal field strength (5.4 T). The first 500 ms are devoted to ramping up the plasma
current. Similarly, the last 500 ms are devoted to ramping down the current. As such,
there is a 1 s long flattop region over which plasma parameters can be maintained at
a constant level.
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Figure 1-6: View of the ICRF antennas on Alcator. The 2, 2-strap antennas on
D-port and E-port are on the left and the 4-strap antennas at J-port is on the right.
1.3 ICRF heating
C-Mod uses ICRF (Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies) for its bulk auxiliary heating.
A derivation of the wave dispersion relation has been included in Appendix A. This
section will describe the physical antenna setup and the results of the fast-ion heating.
C-Mod has 3 ICRF antennas located in D, E and J-ports. The D and E antennas have
two straps each and the J antenna has 4 straps. The system is capable of supplying
6 MW of power into the plasma. Nominal operating frequencies are 78 MHz for J,
80 MHz for E and 80.5 MHz for D, although it is possible to alter the J antenna to
operate at 70 or 50 MHz. Antenna phasing is typically 0 7r for each of the two-strap
antennas and 0 7r 7r 0 for the four-strap antenna. The toroidal wave structure created
by the antennas can be decomposed into a spectrum of discreet toroidal modes, NO.
These modes are peaked at No ~ 10 for all antennas at the above phasings [15]. The
antennas are shown in Figure 1-6.
C-Mod employs both a minority heating scheme and a mode conversion heating
scheme. This thesis will focus mainly on results from plasmas with minority heating.
In this scheme, the antennas heat at the fundamental ion cyclotron frequency of the
minority hydrogen species. The bulk plasma is deuterium, and typically ~5% of the
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plasma are protons. Depending on the strength of the field, the resonance location
can vary in the plasma. At normal operating frequencies (~ 80 MHz) and toroidal
field (5.4 T) the resonance location is located at the center of the plasma, R ~ 67
cm.
1.3.1 Fast-ion distribution
Because only the hydrogen minority ions are being directly heated by the ICRF an-
tenna, a very energetic tail can be generated in the minority distribution function.
This thesis is mainly interested in this energetic tail, also referred to as the 'fast-ion
distribution'. The salient features of the fast-ion distribution are that it is very ener-
getic relative to the main ions (~100 times more energetic) and it is highly anisotropic.
The anisotropy arises because the resonance interaction between the ICRF waves and
the minority ions imparts energy only in the perpendicular direction. The result is
that the fastest ions are the ones that are in trapped orbits whose banana tips are
near the resonance layer. A minority species distribution function from a simulation
is shown in Figure 1-7.
Figure 1-7 shows a simulated distribution function at the outboard midplane. At
the outboard midplane, a particle experienced the minimal value of toroidal field, and
thus V / is maximal. The axes represent the energies parallel and perpendicular to
the magnetic field. Particles with W11 > W1 are passing particles. As these particles
travel along flux lines they will gain more perpendicular energy, but provided that
W1 > 0 at all points, they will not undergo mirror reflection. Particles with W 1 > W1
are trapped Particles. These particles will be mirror reflected at some point on their
orbits. The solid red line represents the trapped-passing boundary. Particles below
this line are passing, particles above it are trapped. Directly above the solid red
line there is a region bounded by solid green lines. The fast-ions that would normally
inhabit this region are calculated to have orbits that take them outside the last closed
flux surface and are hence lost from the plasma and removed from the distribution.
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Figure 1-7: The minority ion distribution for a 600 kA plasma, calculated by the
simulation code CQL3D is plotted in velocity space. The distribution is taken at the
midplane, with p = 0.3, 0 = 0. Contours represent constant levels of the distribution
function. Also shown are the trapped passing boundaries, the regions where ions are
lost due to orbits, and contours representing constant energies at 0.25 and 1 MeV.
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In the presence of ICRF heating, the distribution becomes distorted. Ions gain
energy in the perpendicular direction each time they pass through the resonance layer.
This distortion is easily seen in Figure 1-7. There are two 'rabbit ears.' indicating
energetic ions at a specific range of pitch angles. Specifically, these are the previously
mentioned energetic trapped particles that have banana tips on the resonance layer.
The estimation of lost orbits will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.4.
Equilibrium and time dependence
The distribution shown in Figure 1-7 is an equilibrium distribution with a constant
supply of ICRF power. As the fast-ions are heated, they undergo collisions with other
ions and electrons. The energy deposited in the fast-ion tail by the ICRF balances
the energy dissipated due to collisions with the bulk plasma. A full calculation is very
difficult and requires numerical simulations, and these will be discussed in Chapter
4. However, here we will present classical estimates for various collisional processes
as given in [16, 17].
When examining the time dependence of the fast-ion tail, we are interested in two
things. The first quantity of interest is how long it takes for a fast-ion to slow down
and equilibrate to the main plasma temperature. The second quantity of interest is
how long it takes for an anisotropic distribution of fast-ions to relax to a Maxwellian
distribution. We will examine the first quantity by estimating the slowing down time
for the fast-ions, r. In other words, if the ICRF power was turned off, the fast-ion
energy is given by,
W (t) = Woe-1/r. (1.8)
In general, the ions we are interested in, move much faster than the bulk ion
species but slower than the bulk electrons. In these limits we can write down the
time it takes for fast-ions to slow down by considering collisions with both ions and
electrons. F)r collisions with fast moving electrons, the slowing down time is given
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by
r = 1.98 x 1019 4 e (1.9)
neZ 2Ae'
where the ion-electron Coulomb logarithm is
1/2
Aie = 37.8 - in / .
Te
For collisions with slow moving ions,
tU351 1  PA W3/S= 3.5 x 10 / 2  + )niZ2 2Ai,' (1.10)
where the ion-ion Coulomb logarithm is given by
A~~=4.3-n EZ Z'( p + p') (niZ2 ne' Z'2Aiie = 40.3 - In zl/ + n 2+ .,Z2 /
ptT + p'fT ( T Tl
In the above equations Te represents the plasma species temperature in keV. ne rep-
resents the species density in m-3. Z represents the atomic charge; p = mi/m,
represents the mass ratio relative to a proton mass, and W represents the fast-ion
energy, also in keV. Primes indicate different ion species.
The Coulomb logarithm is a weakly varying function across the relevant range of
plasma parameters. Aie ~ 15 and for proton-deuteron interactions, Aig ~ 20.
Evaluating some of the constants for proton-electron and proton-deute'.Aron reac-
tions and taking ne nD gives us:
r,'i e t- 50Te3/2/W3/2.
The critical energy above which fast-ions slow down predominantly on electrons
can be found by setting the ratio of the slowing down times to 1 and the result is that
Wcrit ~ 13.5Te. (1.12)
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All of the fast protons studied in this thesis have energies above this critical value.
Therefore, the primary damping mechanism we are concerned with is slowing down
on electrons.
Lastly we will consider the time constant for temperature isotropization. For
particles with a perpendicular temperature higher than the parallel temperature, this
is given by [16],
4.4 x 1017 -,1 ' 3 + (A + 3) , (1.13)-
njAje Vl
where
A=T1 /IT -1.
Because of the strong heating in the perpendicular direction, the fast ion distribu-
tion is highly anisotropic (see Figure 1-7). Shown in Figure 1-8 is the isotropization
time constant as a function of the dimensionless parameter A, for a plasma with
electron density = 1.0 x 1020 m-3 and temperature of 3 keV. Also shown is the time
constant for slowing down on electrons for reference. Chapter 5 will discuss the exper-
imentally measured slowing down times and provide comparisons with these classical
quantities.
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Figure 1-8: Time constants for slowing down on electrons and isotropization. Calcu-
lations are for a plasma with 1 = Te = 3 keV and ne = 1.0 x 1020 m-
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Chapter 2
Diagnostics
Many different devices have been used on tokamaks to characterize the fast-ion dis-
tributions. There are several indirect methods that involve inferring the fast-ion dis-
tributions fromi other macroscopic plasma parameters such as sawtooth reheat times,
temperature anisotropies, and neutron flux rates [18]. However, there are diagnostics
that allow for direct measurements of fast-ions, and these direct measurements will
be the focus of this chapter.
Measuring fast particles directly in the plasma is difficult. It is impossible to put
a collector inside the plasma, because solid materials cannot survive the harsh envi-
ronment. In lieu of direct measurements, diagnostics often attempt to reconstruct the
fast particle distribution by considering those that escape the plasma. For example.
neutrons produced from fusion reaction will not be confined by magnetic fields and
escape immediately. However, a charged particle, such as an alpha particle created in
D-T fusion or a fast proton heated by ICRF minority heating, will need to undergo
a neutralization process before it can escape the magnetic fields. Measuring these
charged particles requires knowing both the processes that give rise to them and the
processes that permit them to exit the plasma. Fortunately, common neutralization
processes, such as charge exchange and recombination have negligible effect on the
energies of the reactants. Therefore, measuring these neutrals can be a good proxy
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for direct measurement of the fast-ion species.
Alternatively, it is possible to directly measure the radiation from confined fast
particles. With the increased resolution of spectrometers some measurements have
recently become possible with this technique.
In this chapter, Section 2.1 describes some of the diagnostics on previous and
contemporary tokamaks that provide the basis for the research described in Section
2.2. Section 2.3 provides information on other diagnostics unrelated to fast-ions that
contribute to the results of this thesis.
2.1 Fast-ion diagnostics and experiments
2.1.1 History of neutral particle analysis diagnostics
The progenitors of the fast-ion neutral particle analyzers of today were built for some
of the first fusion plasma experiments. Interestingly, many of the features on the
first neutral particle analyzer, operated on the Soviet Union tokamak Alpha [19], still
exist on diagnostics today. Dubbed an "atom analyzer," the diagnostic sought to
characterize the fast ion distribution in the plasma by measuring the fast-ions that
underwent a neutralization process and escaped the plasma. The fast neutrals passed
through a gas-filled stripping cell and were ionized. The particles with a desired
energy were then selected by applying an adjustable DC electric field. The chosen
ions then impinged on a scintillator detector, creating a single count for each ion.
While the first atom analyzer could only measure a single energy point at a time,
later devices had multiple detectors providing for multiple channels. Also, soon after-
ward, the diagnostics employed magnetic fields to separate out different ion species.
All these features of the diagnostic would be staples for fast particle detection in the
succeeding years
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CENA on PLT
The Charge Exchange Neutral Analyzer (CENA) built for the Princeton Large Torus
(PLT) is a convenient device to continue the history of neutral particle diagnostics.
The diagnostic was referred to as a "charge-exchange" diagnostic, because charge-
exchange was the dominant process by which ions neutralized and escaped the plasma.
In CENA, like in the "atom analyzer," neutrals exiting the plasma passed through
a helium filled stripping cell, where they would be ionized [20]. After exiting the
chamber they would pass into a D-shaped detection chamber where parallel electric
and magnetic fields separated the ions into different species and energies. Ions of the
same species but different energies would experience a different radius of curvature
from the magnetic field. Ions of different charge to mass ratios would be deflected
differently from the electric field. These ions would then impinge on an electrically
biased chevron microchannel plate. A diagram of the diagnostic can be seen in Figure
2-1.
The CENA design, like almost all analyzers before it, used electromagnetic fields to
create energy and mass resolution. However, it did have drawbacks. The most obvious
drawback was its large size. Both the stripping cell and the field region were very
large. The additional neutron shielding that would be required for operation on TFTR
made this (esign prohibitively large for use on that tokamak. [21]. Nevertheless, the
diagnostic techniques appear on many future neutral particle analysis diagnostics.
Even the CENA diagnostic itself would be reused on other tokamaks.
HENPA on TFTR
TFTR was a large D-T tokamak that was operated from 1982-1997. For this tokamak,
a new charge-exchange neutral analyzer was required. Two changes were proposed
in order to reduce the size of the neutral particle analyzer. The stripping cell was
replaced by a foil and the B-field coils were replaced by rare-earth permanent mag-
nets. The drawback of the foil was that there was now a non-negligible energy loss
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Figure 2-1: Cartoon of the CENA diagnostic installed on PLT.
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when the fast neutral traveled through it. The only downside to the permanent mag-
nets was their cost. The new diagnostic was called HENPA (High Energy Neutral
Particle Ancalyzer) and not only provided information about fusion products [22] but
also provided first results showing that magnetohydrodynamic induced modes were
responsible for ejection of fast-ions [23, 24]. Ion losses due to these modes are still
studied today [25].
CENA on Alcator C-Mod
After CENA ended its service in Princeton, it was donated to MIT's Alcator group
for use on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak and renamed as the NPA (Neutral Particle
Analyzer). As mentioned in Chapter 1, C-Mod uses ICRH for its main auxiliary
heating, and it was thought that the NPA would be ideal for benchmarking the
performance of the ICRF antennas. However, there was an inherent difficulty with
using the diagnostic on C-Mod. The large size of the the diagnostic prohibited any
viewing line besides a sright In view at eri- z l midPlane. This isancieal
viewing angle for the fast ion distribution. A horizontal view at the midplane will
only detect deeply trapped particles on the outboard half of the plasma, and barely
trapped particles on the inboard half.
While the NPA never produced results for the the fast-ion distribution in the
plasma cent. 'r, it did produce measurements of the ICRF power deposited outwards
of r/a = 0.4 [26] and in the plasma edge [27]. The NPA was not long-lived on C-Mod
and it was removed and replaced with a diagnostic neutral beam (DNB).
NDD on TFTR
Towards the end of its experimental lifetime, TFTR employed Natural Diamond
Detectors (NDDs) to measure fast-ion spectra [28]. These detectors showed that
there was a possibility to shrink the size of neutral particle analyzers considerably.
These detect ors are currently in use on the Large Helical Device in Japan [29].
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CNPA on C-Mod
The CNPA (Compact Neutral Particle Analyzer) will be described in more detail in
the next section, but its history will be briefly described here. Originally built by Vin-
cent Tang in 2003-2005 [30], it made use of a novel detection technique that reduced
the size of the device considerably. In the new diagnostic, the large electromagnetic
chamber was exchanged for considerably smaller photodiodes. The main advantage
of the size reduction is that the diagnostic could now be moved to a vertical port. The
sightline on the vertical port was far superior for measuring the tail of the fast-ion
distribution, and the measurements Tang made were central to his doctoral thesis [2].
Tang's research focused on the characterization of the fast-ion distribution between
60 and 300 keV. The distribution results were calculated by comparing active and
passive measurements. Active measurements include the use of a diagnostic neutral
beam, passive measurements do not. Comparing the active and passive spectra one
can, in principle, determine the fast-ion distribution.
The main results of Tang's research were an estimation of the fast-ion 'effective'
temperature and a theory that charge-exchange of the fast protons with hydrogen-like
boron was the dominant neutralization method for higher energy fast-ions. Effective
temperature calculations are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Tang also sim-
ulated a low-power plasma with an advanced full-wave/Fokker Planck simulation
model, AORSA-CQL3D, and obtained reasonable agreement with CNPA results.
These simulation codes, Tang's results, and new and improved simulations will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
2.1.2 Alternative fast-ion diagnostic techniques
Spectroscopic diagnostics
The FIDA (Fast-Ion D-Alpha) detector is a spectrometer that focuses on the n = 3 to
n = 2 transition in deuterium [31]. For an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution, the
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Wavelength (A.U.)
Figure 2-2: The intensity of line radiation is plotted against wavelength in arbitrary
units. The Gaussian signal of a spectroscopic line of a species in an equilibrium
Maxwellian distribution is shown in black and the deformation of the spectrum due
to a energetic fast-ion tail is shown in red
shape of the line will be Gaussian. However, with a large energetic tail, the Gaussian
will be deformed and the spectrum broadens, as shown in Figure 2-2.
The main challenge for the FIDA diagnostic is extracting the fast-ion signal from
the various sources of noise, including radiation from the plasma edge, radiation from
excited-state beam neutrals, and background bremsstrahlung radiation. Furthermore,
energetic neutralized hydrogen my travel several cm from the point of neutralization
before emitting a photon. Despite these difficulties, the diagnostic has had success
in measuring the fast-ion distribution on DIII-D, NSTX and JET and a similar di-
agnostic is )eing built for C-Mod. As of the completion of this thesis, the fast-ion
diagnostic, called FICX (fast-ion charge-exchange) has demonstrated the ability to
measure 3 He fast-ion distributions [32].
Lost-ion detectors
So far all the diagnostics mentioned have attempted to measure confined fast-ions.
However, it is also useful to measure the population of unconfined ions that have
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orbits intersecting the vessel walls [33]. A common methodology is to have a box
with a small slit in it. Along one of the walls of the box is a detector. Ions that
enter the slit impinge on the detector at different places depending on their incoming
energy and pitch angle, analogous to the way that a E 11 B detector works.
Lost-ion diagnostics appear on several other tokamaks including ASDEX-Upgrade
[34], NSTX [35], JET [36] and DIII-D [37]. No lost ion detectors are operable on C-
Mod, but a new lost ion detector is schedule for installation in 2011-2012.
Gamma Ray Spectroscopy
A new technique used on the JET tokamak employs Gamma Ray Imaging to deter-
mine information from fast-ions [38]. Highly energetic fast-ions (- 5 MeV) can collide
with impurity ions and excite energetic nuclear states which then decay and emit a
gamma ray. This diagnostic has been used to verify the existence of highly energetic
ions on JET.
2.1.3 Contemporary diagnostics and experimental results
Fast-ion diagnostics, including neutral particle analysis, are found on many tokamaks.
This section will discuss some of the other diagnostics that currently exist on tokamaks
around the world. In addition, we will outline some of the research results of these
diagnostics.
Fast-ion experimental results on NSTX and DIII-D
NSTX, (National Spherical Tokamak Experiment) is a spherical tokamak located at
the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory in Princeton, NJ. DIII-D is a tokamak
at General Atomics in San Diego, CA. Neither tokamak employs ICRF minority
heating, but both experiments use neutral beam heating and High Harmonic Fast
Wave (HHFW) heating [39]. Neutral beam injection (NBI) produces fast ions up to 8
to 10 times the electron temperature, and HHFW can interact strongly with energetic
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ions that are present in NBI-heated devices. Both machines have multiple diagnostics
to study fast ions.
NSTX has several diagnostics to measure the fast-ion population including the
lost ion detectors mentioned above. The E || B detector that was first used on
TFTR [40, 41] is now used on NSTX. In addition to this detector there are solid state
detectors similar to the ones used on C-Mod. Both NPA diagnostics have horizontal
views into the plasma.
The SSNPA (Solid State Neutral Particle Analyzer) compliments the E || B NPA
on NSTX providing measurements at additional viewing angles. The diagnostic uses
a 1 mm x 1 mm silicon diode detector made by IRD [421. The main advantage of
the solid-state detector is its small size, allowing for many spatial channels. The
main disadvantage is its high noise susceptibility, degrading energy resolution. On
NSTX, the SSNPA has a nominal energy resolution of 10 keV. NSTX and C-Mod were
pioneers in using solid-state silicon semiconductor detectors to measure fast neutral
particles in t okamaks.
DIII-D is well equipped to measure beam-heated and HHFW heated fast particles.
In addition to previously measured FIDA diagnostics and lost particle detectors it
also has vertical viewing NPA chords that can measure energies from 5-75 keV [431.
There are currently plans to install solid state detectors on DIII-D as well.
Research on DIII-D and NSTX has focused mainly on measuring the way fast-ions
affect and are affected by MHD activity such as TAEs and sawteeth crashes.
NPA on JET
The Joint European Torus (JET) in Culham, England is currently the world's largest
tokamak. Like C-Mod, JET uses a minority ICRF heating scheme for auxiliary plasma
heating, in addition to other sources of heating [44). JET employs an E || B NPA
detector that views vertically from the top of the tokamak. Therefore, despite having a
different detector, the JET detector's viewing geometry and associated plasma physics
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are similar to C-Mod's. In addition to the NPA, JET also has lost-ion diagnostics and
gamma ray spectroscopy, as describe above. These diagnostics constitute the most
complete diagnostic suite for fast-ion measurements. However, despite the excellent
diagnostic coverage, no attempt has yet been made to compare experimental results
to simulations (see also, Chapter 4) [45].
2.2 The F-top and J-top CNPAs on Alcator C-
Mod
Alcator C-Mod currently has two NPA diagnostics that use semi-conductor diode
detectors. Both diagnostics have vertical views looking down from the top of the
vessel (see Figure 2-4). This section will focus on the physical hardware of these
diagnostics. A schematic of the J-Top detector is shown in Figure 2-3.
2.2.1 Diagnostic hardware
Both CNPAs use the same technique for fast-neutral detection. Fast-ions that are
neutralized through some process in the plasma exit the plasma in the direction they
were traveling immediately prior to neutralization. A small fraction of these neutrals
pass through an aperture en-route to the biased photodiode detectors. A thin, -150
nm, aluminum foil covers the detectors. The foil blocks low energy photons, a main
source of noise for the detectors. Additionally, the foils re-ionize the fast neutral,
although the fast neutral would ionize immediately at the surface of the detectors if
the foil were not present. It is important to note that since an ion will be deflected by
the strong magnetic field present near C-Mod, the foil must be close to the detectors.
The fast-ion creates charge-hole pairs as it travels through the active region of
the semiconductor diode detector slowing down the fast-ion. Provided that the ion
slows down completely in the detector, the number of charge-pairs created is directly
proportional to the ion's initial energy. However, if the impinging ion is too energetic it
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Figure 2-3: Schematic of the J-Top CNPA
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can pass through the entire active region before depositing all of its energy. Therefore,
there is a ceiling for the maximum detectable ion energy. This ceiling is dependent
on the depth of the active region. The F-top detectors have a shallower active region
of 30 pm and thus a lower maximum detectable energy. The J-Top detectors have an
active region of 100 pm and their ceiling is proportionally higher. C-mod produces
many fast-ions that are above the F-top maximum energy (600-700 keV) but still
below the J-top maximum energy, which is estimated to be around 2 MeV. Fast-ions
above 600 keV will still appear on both diagnostics, but in the F-Top signal they will
be placed in energy bins near 600 keV.
For each impinging ion, the detector outputs a charge pulse, the magnitude of
which is directly related to the particle energy. The output of the detector is then
processed in the electronics shown in Figure 2-5. The processing electronics provide
amplification and shaping. The preamp used is a Cremat CR-110 rev. 2 preamplifier.
The preamp changes the incoming charge pulse to a sharp edge in voltage with a
magnitude of a few mV. The shaper board is a custom made board adapted from one
developed by John Liptac for the Hard X-Ray Diagnostic on C-Mod. The adapted
circuit design for the shaper board is shown in Figure 2-6. The original design can be
found in Liptac's thesis [46]. The important alterations in the shaper board design
involve lowering the gain and sacrificing resolution to extend the operating range of
the electronics. The J-Top detectors, with a 100 pm active region and the extended
operating range in the electronics, can detect fast ions up to 2 MeV.
The output of the shaper is digitized by a CPCI digitizer at 10 MHz. Typical
shaper pulses are Gaussian-shaped with full-width half maxima around 1 pts, so the
10 MHz digitization rate provides adequate temporal resolution. A plot of a typical
pulse at the output of the shaper is shown in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-5: Circuit diagram for the processing electronics of the CNPA.
2.2.2 F-Top CNPA
The F-Top CNPA consists of a single 3 detector 3-ELA AXUV photodiode array
manufactured by International Radiation Detectors (IRD). Each detector is 1 mm 2
and they are arranged along a radial chord of the tokamak and view vertically down-
ward. The sightlines of the detectors pass through a single adjustable aperture. The
detectors are covered by a ~170 nm thick aluminum foil, that reduces the energy of
the incoming ions by approximately 20 keV.
The F-Top detectors were originally placed toroidally on the tokamak so that their
sightlines intersect the diagnostic neutral beam at the plasma midplane. However, in
2006 the neutral beam was pivoted toroidally causing the new beamline to intersect
the plasma at an angle. As a result the detector sightlines are now off of the beam
center. The detector views and the current and former beam profiles can be seen in
Figure 2-8.
The detector sightlines were calibrated after both the 2009 and 2009-2010 cam-
paigns by having a visible camera view through a mask that was the same size as
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Figure 2-8: The views of the F-Top detectors are plotted looking down on the out-
board midplane. The solid black regions denote the umbras while the solid line
contour denote the penumbras. The shaded red region shows the path of the DNB
at the midplane for the old orientation. The shaded blue region is the current DNB
orientation.
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the detectors. An LED was positioned at a known location in the vacuum vessel and
camera images were recorded, thus giving the viewing areas for the detectors. These
were found to be in agreement with a simple geometric calculation.
2.2.3 J-Top CNPA
Location
Planning for the J-Top CNPA began during the 2007-2008 campaign. The main
purpose of the new CNPA was to expand the spatial viewing region. Several different
geometries were considered before settling on the current configuration. An expanded
view on F-Top was most desirable, because it would allow the sightlines to intersect
the DNB. However, the top of F-top is shared with beam emission spectroscopy and
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy diagnostics. The diagnostics are inside
a periscope that occupies the outboard half of the port, leaving only the straight
down view on the inner portion. This is the view that the F-Top CNPA currently
uses. The spectroscopy diagnostics have recently been upgraded to include Fast-Ion
Charge-Exchange diagnostics similar to the FIDA diagnostic (see Section 2.1.2 [32])
Installing a CNPA on F-bottom was also considered. The bottom port is currently
occupied by a pneumatic scanning probe, a diagnostic that is not dependent on the
diagnostic neutral beam. Unfortunately, it was determined that while mnoving the
probe to another port was technically feasible, it would be extremely difficult, and
there was no other open port on the bottom of the vessel to which the scanning probe
could move.
Horizontal, wall mounted CNPA views were considered, but were rejected because
of feasibility concerns. The signal that exits the detector is extremely small and
prone to noise fluctuations. Therefore, it is extremely important to keep the wires
between the detector and the preamp as short as possible. Thus, either the CNPA
detectors need to be near a vacuum-air interface or vacuum compatible preamps and
electronics need to be developed. Furthermore, wall mounted detectors would not
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have the benefit of viewing through adjustable apertures. While, having straight
radial horizontal CNPA views at various heights would be ideal, there is not sufficient
port room on C-Mod to accommodate them.
For these reasons, the views at the unoccupied vertical port at J-Top were con-
sidered to be the best possible choice. This location allowed us to have an adjustable
aperture, a gate valve, a ceramic break, and sufficient room between the aperture and
the detectors to provide for a reasonable magnification factor. A CAD drawing of the
entire diagnostic is shown in Figure 2-9.
The vertical views intersect flux surfaces at an angle near perpendicular to the
magnetic field. Thus, the CNPA detects particles that have low pitch-angles at the
point of neutralization. That is to say, the CNPA views particles near their banana
tips.
Hardware
Vertical ports on C-Mod extend from midplane impact radii of R = 59 cm to R = 78
cm. The magnetic axis is located at about R = 67 cm. However in 2007 a cryopump
was installed that blocked views of the inner half of vertical port. A cross-section
of the cryopuimp can be seen in Figure 2-10. The cryopump itself blocks views with
R < 64 cm. Together with associated baffling, the cryopump blocks views inboard of
70 cm. For several ports, including F-Top, the cryopump was altered to make room for
vertical views of diagnostics. The cryopump was not altered on J-Top. Nonetheless,
views inboard of 70 cm were desired and to accommodate this the baffling structure
was modified to extend the viewing region up to R = 64 cm. However, because of the
presence of magnetics cables, views inboard of R 69 cm were still not accessible
(see Figure 2-3). An image of the vertical view down J-Top with the magnetics cables
is shown in Figure 2-11.
An adapter flange was constructed and placed on top of the port. This custom-
made flange adapted the 10 inch diameter to an off-center 8-inch diameter. Above
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245 cm (aperture to plasma midplane)
Figure 2-9: CAD drawing of the J-Top CNPA with insets to show the detector mount-
ing structure (top left) and the aperture (bottom left). The structure is pumped out
from a location on the top flange behind the electronics box.
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Figure 2-10: Cross-section of the top of the C-Mod vessel showing the position of the
vertical port, the cryopump, and the new baffling
Figure 2-11: A view looking down the top of J-Top. Shown are the magnetics cables
occluding the view of the inner section of the port.
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Figure 2-12: Schematic of the J-Top aperture. An adjustable micrometer allows one
plate to slide over the other adjusting the size of the apertures. Aperture design and
construction was done by McAllister Technical Services.
the adapter flange was a gate valve. The gate valve allowed for vacuum isolation
of everything above it. This is desirable in case there was any need to adjust the
detectors without disturbing the C-Mod vacuum.
An adjustable aperture built by McAllister Technical Services is located above
the gate valve. Having an adjustable aperture is important for gathering data in a
wide variety of conditions because the CNPA signal level depends strongly on various
plasma parameters. A schematic of the aperture is shown in Figure 2-12. The aperture
consists of two plates, one fixed and one sliding. Each plate has 8 diamond holes in
it, 2 mm per side. Therefore, a fully open aperture has an area of 4 mm 2 . The
sliding plate is connected to a linear feedthrough controlled by a rotary micrometer.
The plates are made from a beryllium-copper alloy which allows them to slide across
each-other or across stainless steel with minimal friction. The current design does
not allow for individual adjustment of each aperture. However, if different, aperture
values are desirable for different views, it is possible to alter one or both of plates.
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Figure 2-13: The J-Top detectors, mounted on the vacuum flange.
Detectors
The J-Top CNPA consists of 8 detectors. The detectors, manufactured by Interna-
tional Radiation Detectors, Inc., are individual HS20 AXUV detectors with an area
of 20 mm 2 . The detectors are arranged so that their sightlines intersect the midplane
along a radial chord of the tokamak and are spaced 1.9 cm apart. A picture of the
detectors mounted on the flange is shown in Figure 2-13. Due to the interference from
magnetics cables, the two innermost detectors have occluded views. The six detectors
with clear sightlines view the plasma on vertical chords that range from R ~ 70 cm
to R ~ 78 cm with footprints on the midplane of ~1 cm (see Figure 2-3).
To prevent detectors from viewing through adjacent apertures, collimator plates
were fashioned to block diagonal lines of sight between one detector and an adjacent
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Figure 2-14: Sightlines for the J-Top detector for CNPA channels at R 70 cm and
R = 74 cm are shown. Also shown is the AORSA calculated resonance location for a
typical C-Mod plasma.
aperture. Unfortunately, due to a last minute design change, the distance between the
detectors and the apertures were increased and the collimator plates were rendered
ineffective. There was insufficient time to fashion new collimation optics, so instead
some apertures were blocked off. Therefore, there are direct lines of sight for three
detectors at R ~ 70,74 and 78 cm. The remaining three detectors have only the
diagonal lines of sight through adjacent aperture.
Shown in Figure 2-14 are sample sightlines for two of the CNPA channels. Also
shown, is the resonance locations for J-Antenna at 5.1 T. This location is similar to
the location of D and E antennas at 5.4 T.
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Electronics
A new electronics box was built to process the signals from the J-Top detectors. The
box houses the preamps and the shapers for the 8 channels. Each preamp and shaper
is electrically isolated from the others by removable aluminum plates. In the absence
of these plates, there is enough interference between the components to cause large
noise oscillations in the signal output. The electronics box is shown in Figure 2-15.
A CAD rendering of the entire J-Top CNPA structure is shown in Figure 2-9.
2.3 Other diagnostics
Several other diagnostics are relevant to characterizing the plasma discharges analyzed
in this thesis [47]. A brief description of these diagnostics is given in this section.
Two-color interferometry for electron density
Most of the density measurements in this thesis will be taken from two-color inter-
ferometry (TCI) measurements [48] [49]. The two-color interferometer measures an
integrated density along several vertical chords. Line-averaged density is obtained by
dividing by the path length. In general plasma density profiles are relatively flat in
the plasma core, so using this measurement as an estimate of the plasma density is
reasonable. Unless otherwise noted, all density measurements will be derived from
this diagnostic.
Electron temperature from electron cyclotron emission
The Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) [47] diagnostic provides measurements of the
core temperature by measuring the second harmonic cyclotron emission from plasma
electrons. Unless otherwise noted, all electron temperature measurements are from
the ECE diagnostic.
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Figure 2-15: The box housing the J-Top electronics
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Temperature and density profiles from Thomson scattering
In addition to the line-integrated interferometry measurement and the ECE tempera-
ture measurement, additional profile data for these parameters can be obtained from
Thomson scattering [50]. Thomson scattering measurements are obtained by passing
a very high energy pulsed laser vertically through the plasma and spectroscopically
measuring the scattered light from a horizontal port. Like other spectroscopic diag-
nostics, the width of the line provides a temperature measurement and the area under
the spectroscopic curve gives a density measurement.
The Thomson scattering diagnostic has the advantage that it is able to take mea-
surements at specific locations in the plasma, as opposed to the line-integrated TCI
measurements. Therefore it is able to obtain local temperature and density measure-
ments at the plasma edge. However, the Thomson scattering signal is typically very
small compared to a subtracted background, and the uncertainties tend to be larger
than other measurements. Nevertheless, Thomson scattering data will be used as
input for the simulations in Chapters 4 and 5.
Impurity measurements from spectroscopy
Spectroscopic measurements are used for a variety of parameters. Estimates of the
minority fraction are obtained by two different methods. One measures the ratio
of the briglhtnesses between the D, line and the H, line. Additionally, the Phase
Contrast Imaging diagnostic can radially locate the ion-ion hybrid resonance layer,
and from there, deduce the minority concentration [51].
Addition ally, there are attempts to measure the impurity boron. Most of these
measurements are made at the edge [52], however recently measuring the core boron
with neutral-beam induced charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy has been
attempted [513].
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Magnetics and EFIT reconstruction
C-Mod is equipped with numerous coils and magnetics loops to provide measurements
of the toroidal field and of the total plasma current. More detailed measurements
are available at the edge from wall mounted coils [54). Plasma equilibrium fields
are obtained by solving the governing magnetohydrodynamic equations given the
boundary conditions obtained by the edge magnetics [13].
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Chapter 3
Analysis of CNPA detected
fast-ion distributions
This chapter describes the methodology used to convert the raw signal from the
CNPA electronics to a fast-ion spectrum in the plasma. In addition, we provide
preliminary analysis of the fast-neutral distribution at the detector and of the fast-
ion distribution in the plasma. We begin with an explanation of the routines that
convert the raw data into the distribution of fast-neutrals that have reached the
detector (Section 3.1). Then, we discuss the way that this spectrum at the detector
depends on plasma properties (Section 3.2). Specifically, we find indications that
the fast-ion distribution suffers from increased transport at low currents, and that
the most energetic distributions appear at low plasma densities. These findings are
independent of the amount of RF power input into the plasma. Lastly, we describe
the methods used to convert the fast-neutral distribution seen at the detector to
an estimate of the fast-ion distribution in the plasma (Section 3.3). We verify that
the trends previously discovered in the analysis of the fast-neutral distribution at the
detector are also present in the plasma distribution. Key findings are that the fast-ion
distribution in the plasma exhibits a reduction in the effective tail temperature at low
currents, and that there is no clear increase in effective temperature with increased
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RF power after a certain power level. Many of the methods described in this chapter
to calculate the fast-ion distribution in the plasma will also be used in evaluating
simulation results with a synthetic diagnostic as described in Chapter 4.
3.1 Converting raw signal to fast-ion distributions
at the detector
This section describes the analysis routines that take the raw data from the digitizers
and convert it into a fast-ion distribution at the detector. Here, we discuss noise
sources, pulse height analysis routines and automated threshold detection routines.
3.1.1 Noise sources
The digitized CNPA signal is subject to several sources of noise. The ino- ise sets a
minimum energy threshold, below which we are unable to detect incoming fast-ions.
The signal to noise ratio is used as an indicator for what constitutes an acceptable
measurement.
Soft X-rays, ultraviolet and visible light
Lower energy photons in the range extending from visible light up to soft x-rays
provide a slowly varying current signal at the detector output. The photon induced
current varies slowly compared to the fast ion impact time scale (10 ps). As described
in the previous chapter (see Section 2.2.1) a thin aluminum foil is placed over the
detectors, to block out most of the lower end of this spectrum. Nonetheless, significant
amounts of soft x-rays do penetrate the foil. This DC signal is filtered out by the
electronics. However, large enough DC signals will cause saturation of the detectors
or electronics. Thus, saturation due to photons limits the operation of the CNPA
in highly radiative plasmas. A thicker foil can be employed, however the foil also
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attenuates the fast-ions and contributes to calibration errors. The primary purpose
of the aperture is to lessen photon noise to acceptable levels.
Hard X-rays
Some plasnas on C-Mod generate runaway electrons. Runaways occur when the
acceleratioii due to the electric field exceeds the drag due to collisions. A runaway
electron emits photons in the x-ray range. These x-rays may deposit some of their
energy in the active region of the detector just as a fast-ion would. Since these pulses
are indistinguishable from fast-ion pulses we do not generally analyze plasmas with
large hard x-ray signals. The pulses from hard x-rays often occur at the beginning
of the plasma or during very low density discharges. They are loosely correlated to
signals from hard x-ray detectors. An example of a discharge where considerable
x-ray noise appears on the CNPA electronics output is shown in Figure 3-1. Hard
x-rays are the only identified noise source that causes false counts to appear on the
CNPA detectors.
Other noise sources
Because of the very large signal amplification in the CNPA electronics, any electronic
pickup also gets amplified. This electronic noise determines the minimum energy fast-
ions that are detectable. Much effort has been made to shield the CNPA from noise
sources (see Figure 2-15). Even small holes in the electronics box can cause very large
electronic )ickup noise. Some sources of noise have been successfully identified, while
the causes for others are as yet unknown. For example, the CNPA exhibits noise
spikes when the ICRF faults. It also experiences elevated noise signals when the
diagnostic nIeutral beam is activated. All of these sources of noise are characterized
by excursions above and below the signal baseline. In some plasmas these excursions
are large enough that CNPA analysis is impossible.
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Figure 3-1: Plasma parameters and CNPA signal for a discharge with no RF power
where the CNPA detects photon counts.
3.1.2 Threshold determination
A noise threshold needs to be determined in order to differentiate fast-ion impacts
from noise. This threshold can either be manually set or automatically determined.
In the automatic determination routine, the noise level for each time bin is determined
by considering the excursions below the mean. The dominant noise sources are sym-
metric about the mean signal level, while all pulses from fast-ions occur above the
mean. By considering only the negative excursions, we estimate the maximum noise
level, and thus a suitable threshold level. However, threshold finding is not active at
times when the ICRF antennas are not operating, so that the spurious spikes that
often appear at plasma start-up or disruption are not included. An example showing
the results of the threshold finding routine during a short ICRF pulse is shown in
Figure 3-2. The discharge shown has quiescent noise. However, in noisier discharges
there are often time bins with considerable noise excursions above the threshold value.
These time bins are withheld entirely from the analysis.
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Figure 3-2: Illustration of the automatic threshold detection routine. Shown in black
is the data from the digitizer. Shown in orange is the ICRF signal. The green trace is
the average baseline. The red line is the noise threshold level for each 20 ms time bin.
The blue line is the automated noise threshold level used for the entire discharge.
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3.1.3 Peak finding routines
The CNPA signal is digitized by a D-Taq CPCI digitizer at 10 MHz for 1.5 seconds
on every discharge. For 9 channels, each discharge produces ~140 MB of data per
discharge. The analysis routines are designed to reduce the total amount of data by
extracting the energies of incoming fast-ions and the times at which they impinged
on the detectors. This is performed with a 'peak finding' routine which determines all
local maxima above a threshold value while accounting for the fluctuating soft x-ray
baseline.
To obtain the baseline level, all points above the noise threshold are temporarily
set to the signal average, and the resulting trace is smoothed over a time region that
is much larger than an individual event time, but much smaller than the baseline
variation time. In all discharges presented in this thesis, we have used a smoothing
time of 1 ins.
After the baseline is obtained, the original signal heights are calculated by sub-
tracting the baseline from the values of the local maxima. These heights are then
converted to energy based on the results of the energy calibrations described in Ap-
pendix B.
If two fast-ions impinge on the detector within 1 ps of each other, the two peaks
will add together and each signal will contaminate the other. These "pileup" counts
are rare, but when they occur, both peaks are removed from analysis. Also, there
are occasional extremely energetic fast-ions that are above the maximum detectable
energy level. The event signals from these ions have peaks with flattened or ragged
tops. These extremely energetic fast-ions are very rare using the new modified energy
range described in Section 2.2.1, but are similarly removed from the analysis.
3.1.4 Sources of uncertainty
There are several sources of uncertainty in calculating the binned energy distribution.
Three of these sources of uncertainty arise from the conversion between dete(ctor signal
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and fast-ion energy. The largest source of uncertainty is the systematic error from the
calibration. This uncertainty is discussed in Appendix B and arises from differences
in the calibration results for two separate calibrations. The other two sources of
uncertainty are random errors. The dominant random error arises from the binning
of the signal pulse heights in energy. Binning is necessary in both energy and time
in order to obtain suitable statistics. Larger bins provide better counting statistics
but also give rise to larger errors in the particle energy. In general this uncertainty is
lower than the uncertainty from the calibrations. The third uncertainty arises from
the pickup fluctuations. Most of the discharges analyzed in this thesis have very
low uncertainty from pickup fluctuations. However, there are discharges where this
uncertainty is very large. These uncertainties are all included in the horizontal error
bars in the energy spectra. If the analysis routines were to forgo baseline subtraction,
the introduced error would be approximately equivalent to the error due to calibration.
Typically in this chapter, vertical error bars represent the uncertainty due to
counting statistics. In cases where the spectra have been smoothed for readability,
these error bars show the spread in the data.
3.2 Fast-ion dependence on plasma parameters
In this section, basic results of the fast-ion distribution are presented, highlighting
the correlations between the CNPA signals and various plasma parameters. Almost
all of the CNPA signals presented in this section are binned distributions in both
space and time. We also attempt to explain the plasma processes that govern the
relationships. Characteristic error bars are included where applicable.
We attempt to bring out the dependence of the fast-ion distribution on plasma
parameters by examining both direct comparisons of two discharges, and amalga-
mations of signals over many plasma discharges. Several of the discharges analyzed
in this chapter for direct comparisons include data from discharges with modulated
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ICRF. These discharges will be examined in more detail later. They are used here
because the plasmas were designed to have ideal plasma conditions for fast-ion analy-
sis. The amalgamated signals are determined by examining each 20 ms time bin over
all plasma discharges with CNPA signal and classifying each time bin by density,
plasma current, magnetic field and RF power. The count rates are normalized to be
in units of counts per second per eV per cm 2 per steradian, in order to compare across
discharges with different aperture settings. While, there are additional plasma pa-
rameters that affect the count rate, clear trends can be seen with respect to the three
chosen parameters. Unless otherwise noted, all discharges presented in this chapter
have magnetic fields between 5.2 and 5.4 T and have antenna operating frequencies
of 80.5 MHz (E-antenna), 80 MHz (D-antenna), and 78 MHz (J-antenna).
3.2.1 Electron density
The relation between the fast-ion population and the plasma density is the simplest
to understand. As discussed in Chapter 1, at energies above 13.5 Te, ions primarily
slow down on electrons. The collision frequency for hydrogen ions slowing down on
electrons is the reciprocal of the slow down time given in Eq. 1.9,
vie = 5.1 X 10 ~20 ne n(A)
T3/2 (3.1)
where ln(A) is the Coulomb Logarithm and is typically around 15 for C-Mod param-
eters.
As can be seen from Equation 3.1, vie oc ne. At higher densities the collision
frequency is higher, and therefore, fast-ions are less likely to become highly energetic.
Thus, we can expect two different effects from changes in electron density. At
higher densities we expect to see a lower effective temperature of the fast-ions due to
collisions with electrons. We also expect to see a decreased number of fast-ions that
impact the detector due to both enhanced collision frequency and increased ionization
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Figure 3-3: Shown is a single plasma discharge with a varying density. The CNPA
count rates for ions > 200 keV are higher at low density (red shaded) and lower at
high density (blue shaded)
between the location of neutralization and the detector. The ionization effect will be
discussed later in Section 3.3.3.
Figure 3-3 shows a plasma discharge with a slowly varying density. As expected,
the CNPA signal drops when the density increases.
To demonstrate the change in the fast neutral distribution arriving at the detector
we examine the measured energy distribution from two plasma discharges with similar
parameters (Figure 3-4). In order to educe the qualitative difference in the energy
spectrum, we normalize the energy spectrum of the higher density discharge (dashed
blue line in Figure 3-4) to the lower density discharge (solid red curve). Comparing
this normalized curve to the lower density discharge, we see that the slope of the
energy spectrum is steeper for the higher density discharge, indicating a lower effective
temperature. This effect is more pronounced away from the resonance layer. Although
the electron temperature is higher in the lower density discharge the stored energy
(not shown) is the same in both discharges.
The amalgamated CNPA signals (Figure 3-5) show similar trends to the two-
discharge comparison. Here we clearly see that the number of counts decrease as the
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Figure 3-4: Shown are two plasma discharges with different densities. ON the right
the CNPA signals are shown vs energy for two sightlines with characteristic error
bars. One sightline is near the ICRF resonance (R = 70 cim) and one is away from
the resonance (R = 74 cm). Normalized distributions (dashed blue) are also shown
for comparison. The distributions are normalized so that the count rates for each
channel are the same at 300 keV.
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Figure 3-6 shows results from two plasmas at the same density but different ICRF
powers. The number of CNPA counts clearly increases when ICRF power is raised.
However the fast-ion distribution appears to be significantly more energetic only on
the sightline farther from the resonance (R = 74 cm). The sightline near resonance
(R = 70 cm) shows a clear increase in the number of counts but a negligible difference
in fast-ion energy. The relation is complicated because ICRF power tends to raise
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Figure 3-6: Shown are two plasma discharges with different RF powers. On the right
CNPA signals are shown vs energy for two sightlines with characteristic error bars.
One sightline is near the ICRF resonance (R = 70 cm) and one is away from the
resonance (R = 74 cm). Normalized distributions (dashed blue) are also shown for
comparison. The distributions are normalized so that the count rates for each channel
are the same at 300 keV.
electron temperature significantly and the electron density slightly.
The amalgamated CNPA counts (Figure 3-7) show that the number of counts
clearly increases with higher RF power, but it is less clear that the fast-ion temper-
ature is increased. There appears to be a saturation of the signal after ~2 MW of
ICRF power, with additional power not significantly increasing the tail temperature.
We will revisit this result later in this chapter to determine the actual fast-ion tem-
perature dependence on ICRF power, and again in Chapter 4, where we will examine
what simulations predict as far as dependence on ICRF power.
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Figure 3-7: Shown are amalgamated CNPA signals summed over all time bins that
had plasma currents between 0.75 and 0.85 MA and line-averaged electron density
between 1.0 and 1.4 x 1020 M-3.
3.2.3 Plasma current
As described in Section 1.1.3, the width of a banana orbit scales inversely with cur-
rent. Therefore, at lower currents, we expect an increase in the fast-ion transport.
Furthermore, at low currents some energetic ions may no longer be confined. Com-
paring discharges with similar parameters (see Figure 3-8) shows that fast-ion signal
rates are indeed lower at lower currents. We also see that the lower current discharge
generates less fast-ions at the higher energies, despite having a slightly lower density.
Again, the amalgamated discharges (Figure 3-9) produce the results seen on the
two-discharge comparison. A clear increase of fast-temperature is seen over the
current-scan. The dependence on current is an interesting result. If the depen-
dence is due to banana widths, we might expect simulations that do not account for
finite banan'a-widths to have difficulty reproducing the proper behavior with respect
to plasma current. The fast-ion distribution's dependence on current will be exam-
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Figure 3-8: Shown are two plasma discharges with different plasma currents. On the
right, CNPA signals are shown vs energy for two sightlines with characteristic error
bars. One sightline is near the ICRF resonance (R = 70 cm) and one is away from
the resonance (R = 74 cm). Normalized distributions (dashed blue) are also shown
for comparison. The distributions are normalized so that the count rates for each
channel are the same at 200 keV.
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Figure 3-9: Shown are amalgamated CNPA signals summed over all time bins that
had RF power between 2.75 and 3.25 MW and line-averaged electron density between
1.0 and 1.4 x-, 1020 M-3
ined in more detail later on in this chapter. Also, Chapter 4 will examine whether
simulations can correctly model the dependence of the fast-ion distribution on plasma
current despite zero-banana-width limitations.
3.2.4 Magnetic field
The location of the plasma resonance is dependent on the frequency of the ICRF
antennas and the strength of the magnetic field. The location of the resonance in the
absence of plasma is given by,
Rres = O . (3.2)
MP 21rf
Where Rre.s is the location of the resonance, f is the frequency of the ICRF antenna
and Bo is the strength of the magnetic field at location Ro. By altering the magnetic
field, the resonance can be moved. The location of the ICRF resonance layer in plasma
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Figure 3-10: Shown here is the relation between the CNPA count rate and the mag-
netic field for three different magnetic field values. During this discharge only one
ICRF antenna with a frequency of 80.5 MHz was operating and the location of the
resonance is shown by the vertical dashed lines.
is ~1-2 cm outboard of the vacuum resonance due to the diamagnetic properties of the
plasma. Figure 3-10 shows the CNPA counts on the detectors for three discharges
at three different magnetic field values. The CNPA signal tends to peak slightly
outboard of the resonance layer in the vacuum.
From Figure 3-10 we also see that few energetic ions have banana tips past R
-=-75 cm for normal strength (5.4 T) toroidal fields. Therefore detectors that do
not have a favorable line of sight (i.e. perpendicular to the magnetic field) at the
resonance layer are unlikely to collect many ions. This also explains why count rates
for the previous midplane horizontal NPA and CNPA views (see Section 2.1.1) were
much lower in comparison to the current vertical views.
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Figure 3-11: Sawtooth crash times are plotted in red and overlaid on the Te signal.
Also plotted is the location of a sample event relative to two sawteeth crashes and
the relevant times for the calculations necessary in Figure 3-12.
3.2.5 Sawteeth
Previous work on PLT, TFTR and JET indicate that plasma sawteeth can cause
fast-ions to be ejected from the plasma. Recent results from JET with fast-ion loss
detectors indicate that the ejected ions are predominantly near the trapped-passing
boundary [56]. This is a reasonable place for losses to occur because a small per-
turbation in pitch-angle can change a passing particle to a trapped particle, creating
a large banana orbit, and causing the ion to be lost. At pitch angles far from the
trapped-passing boundary, the fast-ion distribution should be relatively unaffected by
the sawteeth. We can measure the CNPA dependence on sawteeth by timing each
fast-ion count relative to the sawtooth crash (see Figure 3-11). That is, the event
occurs at,
tnorm - treal - t (3.3)
ti+1 - ti
Here tnorm represents the normalized time. treal is the CNPA event occurrence in real
time, and ti and ti+1 are the time of the sawteeth crashes such that ti < treal < ti+1.
The results shown in Figure 3-12 show that the CNPA signal is not affected by plasma
sawteeth.
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Figure 3-12: CNPA signal is plotted vs normalized time relative to sawteeth crashes.
The results show no dependence of the CNPA signal on sawteeth.
3.2.6 Operating regime
H-mode (high confinement mode) is a specific operating regime accessible on C-Mod,
and other tokamaks where a strong thermal and particle barrier exists at the edge
of the plasma. H-mode particle transport and the associated transport and energy
barriers are subjects of current research [571, but will not be explored in this thesis.
However, for completeness, the behavior of the fast ion distribution during these
regimes will be briefly examined.
H-mode plasmas tend to have high densities, often twice as high as L-mode (low
confinement) discharges. All the discharges shown in previous sections are from L-
mode plasmas. Because the signal at the CNPA detectors is anti-correlated with par-
ticle density, there are fewer energetic ions generated in H-mode plasma discharges.
H-Mode plasmas also have better particle confinement. Therefore, for energy bal-
ance purposes, these plasmas have significantly higher radiation. In order to prevent
saturation of the detectors from photons (see Section 3.1.1), a small aperture setting
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Figure 3-13: (a) The CNPA signal along with various plasma parameters are shown
for an H-mode plasma. (b) The fast-ion energy spectrum for the CNPA sightline with
peak signal.
must be used. The lower fast-ion energies combined with the requirement to reduce
the aperture make H-Mode plasmas difficult to diagnose.
Nevertheless it is possible to obtain fast-ion signals for H-Mode plasmas that have
relatively lower densities. Figure 3-13a shows the CNPA signal during a low density,
low current H-mode plasma. The energy spectrum for the sightline with peak signal
is shown in Figure 3-13b.
The I-mode (Improved L-Mode) regime is a recently discovered operating regime
on C-Mod, where thermal confinement is the same as in H-mode but particle con-
finement is the same as in L-mode [58]. These plasmas do not exhibit a large density
increase, and while there is some increase in radiation, I-mode plasmas are less radia-
tive than H-mode plasmas.
I-Mode plasmas on C-Mod have created some of the highest energy fast ion tails
seen to date, likely due to the large amounts of RF power coupled into the plasma
without the density rise that accompanies H-Mode plasmas. Figure 3-14a shows the
plasma parameters for a high performance I-mode plasma and Figure 3-14b shows the
energy spectrum for the CNPA sightline of peak absorption. The very energetic fast-
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Figure 3-14: (a) The CNPA signal along with various plasma parameters are shown
for an I-mode plasma. (b) The fast-ion energy spectrum for the CNPA sightline with
peak signal.
ion tail in this plasma is interesting in light of the relatively high plasma densities. In
general it is unclear whether there is a difference between fast-ion behavior in I-Mode
and L-Mode, and this area may warrant further investigation.
3.3 Effective temperature at the detector
In Section 3.1 we discussed how to determine the energetic ion distribution at the
detector. Several of these distributions have already been presented (e.g. Figures 3-
13b 3-14b). We will attempt to characterize each distribution by a single parameter
which we will call the effective temperature of the energetic ion tail, or Tff. In order
to determine trends in the effective temperature of the energetic ions we will compare
the results across a range of plasma discharges.
The effective temperature at the detector is estimated assuming that the fast-ion
distribution can be represented as,
fdet(W) _ dfdet
Teff dW'
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Figure 3-15: Effective fast-ion temperature at the detector as a function of electron
density for two current values.
The solution for the distribution function is then:
ffi,det(W) = fo exp-W/Teff, (3.5)
where fdt is the distribution of the fast-ions at the detector, and a function of energy
W.
The results for the effective temperature calculated at the detector are shown
below in Figures 3-15 and 3-16 as functions of electron density and plasma current
respectively. These bear out the trends that we have previously noted, namely that
the fast ion temperature decreases with increasing density and that the fast ion tem-
perature increases with increasing current. Only plasma discharges at 5.4 T and
normal antenna operating parameters were considered. However, these discharges
covered a range of ICRF input powers.
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Figure 3-16: Effective fast-ion temperature at the detector as a function of plasma
current for low density plasmas.
3.3.1 Fast-ion neutralization
In order to convert the fast-ion signal at the detector to the fast ion distribution in the
plasma, we must correctly evaluate the relevant neutralization and re-ionization rates.
Neutralization rates determine the flux of neutrals out of the plasma. Ionization rates
determine the probability that the fast neutral reaches the detector. Calculating these
rates requires the knowledge of cross-sections for both electron capture and ionization
reactions. Unfortunately, for the energy ranges that we are interested in, there are
no experimental data and often relatively few theoretical estimates. Furthermore,
to calculate the total neutralization rate, the density profiles of the relevant species
also need to be known. However, there are limited measurements for several of these
densities, and they will need to be estimated as well. Despite these difficulties, we will
attempt to calculate the neutralization and ionization rates as a function of fast-ion
energy as best as possible. This section and the following two sections will deal with
neutralization, density calculation, and ionization, respectively.
The first step on a fast-ion's path towards the CNPA is neutralization. The fast-ion
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needs to neutralize in order to travel freely across magnetic field lines. Fast-ions are
confined by the magnetic field but fast neutrals are free to move in any direction. All
discharges (escribed in this thesis have a deuterium majority, a hydrogen minority,
and boron as a dominant impurity. In these plasmas, the possible neutralization
reactions are,
H+ + Do-+ H + D+. (3.6a)
H+ + B4+- HO + B 5+. (3.6b)
H+ + e- H + Y. (3.6c)
Equations 3.6a and 3.6b are charge-exchange interactions. Eq. 3.6c is electron-
ion radiative recombination. Eq. 3.6a represents charge-exchange with background
deuterium majority and Eq. 3.6b represents charge-exchange with the hydrogen-like
state of the dominant impurity. In all three reactions there is negligible energy or
momentum transfer between the reactants. Therefore, knowledge of the escaping
neutral represents knowledge of the fast proton immediately prior to neutralization.
To evaluate each of the neutralization reactions for C-Mod plasmas, we need to
have cross-sections for proton energies ranging from 100 keV to 1 MeV. CNPA count
rates above 1 MeV are generally low, if they exist at all. In all ion-ion interactions, the
charge donor can be considered to be thermal. For these charge-exchange interactions,
Wdonor << 1 'H,fast, and the fast proton can be considered to be moving relative to a
stationary (I)ior.
The reconbination case is more complicated. However, to simplify, we use the
approximation that electron velocity is much larger than fast-ion velocity, ve >>
vfi. In this iegime, the recombination cross-section is solely a function of electron
temperature. This assumption is valid as long as Wfi < (mp/me)W or Wfi <
1836 x We. Where Wfi is the fast-ion energy and We is the electron energy. In
other words, for a standard C-Mod plasma with electron temperature of 2 keV, this
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assumption is valid for fast-ions below about 4 MeV.
Cross-section for charge-exchange with neutral deuterium
Cross-sections for charge-exchange with neutral deuterium have not been studied
in detail. Charge-exchange cross-sections are dependent on the difference between
the velocity of the ion and the velocity of the bound electron. Therefore, the deu-
terium charge-exchange cross sections do not differ significantly from cross-sections
for charge-exchange with hydrogen [59], which are well known. The sources used here
for charge-exchange with neutral hydrogen can be found from Janev and Smith [60]
up to 10 MeV. Although there are cross-sections available for charge-exchange into
various n-states, only charge-exchange into the 1n state covers the full energy range
of interest.
Cross-section for charge-exchange with B4 +
The charge-exchange cross-section of fast protons with B 4 + is difficult to obtain.
There are no experimental data in the appropriate energy range, due to the difficulty
of the experiment. The estimation of the cross-section for charge-exchange with boron
is given from an adjusted Strong Potential Born approximation and is described in
detail in Appendix C.
Radiative recombination
In addition to the charge-exchange reactions, fast-ions can be neutralized by recom-
bination with the bulk electrons. The dominant recombination process with electrons
is radiative recombination. To calculate the reaction rate for radiative recombina-
tion, we will assume that the electrons are moving faster than the ions, as mentioned
above.
In this case the reaction rate can be written from Equation 6.3.5 in Hutchinson
[61]:
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(ognV) = 5.2 x 10 2 0Z 3/2 exp E m3 s-, (3.7)
where
E1 (x) exp ds.JX s
In Eq. 3.7, g,, is the Gaunt factor averaged over the Maxwellian electron distribution,
Z is the atomic number, Xn is the ionization energy for state n, and T is the electron
temperature.
Comparison of different neutralization rates
The cross-section for charge-exchange with boron peaks at fast-ion energies around
600 keV. This is approximately where the fast-ion velocity corresponds to that of the
Is shell bound electron. We expect the presence of boron to play a significant role near
this energy value. Exactly how much of a role the boron plays will be discussed in the
next section, after we make estimations of the B 4+ density. However, we can compare
the cross-sections for the two charge-exchange processes directly (Figure 3-17). We
see that th D0 charge-exchange cross-section is significantly larger than the B4 +
charge-exchange cross-section at energies below 1 MeV. In Figure 3-18, we compare
the reaction rates for both charge-exchange processes and radiative recombination.
The reaction rates for the charge-exchange processes are determined by multiplying
the cross-sect ion with the fast-ion velocity. Here we see that the recombination rate is
significantly smaller than the charge-exchange rates. Thus, in order for recombination
with electrons to be important there needs to be 107 - 108 more electrons in the plasma
than either neutral deuterium or hydrogen-like boron (see Figure 3-21).
Principal quantum state
The energy shell that the fast-ion charge-exchanges into is important in determining
the likelihood of re-ionization. Electrons in higher shells are more weakly bound and
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Figure 3-17: Comparison between boron and hydrogen charge-exchange cross sections.
The curve for charge-exchange into DO is based on Janev [60]. For the cross-sections
for the charge-exchange with boron see Appendix C.
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Figure 3-18: Reaction rates for charge-exchange with
deuterium and recombination with electrons.
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thus more likely to ionize.
The majority of charge-exchange ions will receive an electron into the n = 1
quantum state. The actual percentage varies depending on the reaction, but for the
bulk of the energy range considered, ~ 83% of the fast-ions charge-exchange into the
In shell [60, 62]. Similarly, using Equation 3.7 the electron will recombine into the
In quantum state about 79% of the time.
3.3.2 Densities of species in the plasma
In order to calculate the rate of fast-ion neutralization, we need to have information
on the densities of relevant species. In our case we need densities of neutral deu-
terium, D0 , hydrogen-like boron, B 4+, and the electrons. Only the electron density is
directly measurable with the current diagnostics on C-Mod, so the neutral deuterium
and hydrogen-like boron densities will need to be inferred. These results may have
significant errors, but they give an order of magnitude estimate for each species.
The line-integrated electron density is one of the fundamental plasma measure-
ments made on C-Mod. This measurement is made by two-color interferometry. (See
Section 2.3). For density profiles, we use Thomson scattering for the electron density
radial profile. (See section 2.3)
Althougl, a direct measurement of the amount of hydrogen-like boron in the
plasma core is not feasible with the current diagnostic set, there are spectrometers
on C-Mod that measure specific transitions of B4 + ions that have recently undergone
a charge-exchange interaction. However, this signal is much stronger in the plasma
edge than in the plasma core. Neutral beam injection can be used to enhance the
core B4 + signal. Using neutral beam analysis techniques we can estimate the B1+
density by measuring the B4+ n = 7 -+ 6 transition and comparing that spectral line
to the Da transition.
Nevertheless, due to weak beam penetration and highly fluctuating edge signals,
it is difficult to obtain measurements of B'+ in the C-Mod plasma. Preliminary
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analysis from active charge-exchange diagnostics on several discharges analyzed in
this thesis estimate the core density at -0.01% of ne. Edge boron measurements on
this discharge and previous discharges have estimated edge boron densities at ~1% of
ne [52]. In this chapter we assume core boron density of 1% of ne. An upper bound
on the B 4 + is determinable from Zeff. For the plasmas analyzed in this thesis, Zeff
ranges from 2 to 3. Using the lower estimate of Zeff = 2 and assuming fully stripped
boron is the sole impurity, the boron density is given by,
Zeff njZ2 _ (nD + nH) + ZnB ne - ZBnB + ZnB (38)
ne ne ne
where we have invoked quasi-neutrality,
nD + nH + ZBnB = ne-
Solving for nB/ne gives,
nB _ effl
- - 5% . (3.9)
nE 20
Therefore, 5% should be viewed as the upper bound for the fully ionized boron density
in the plasma.
Assuming we know the B'+ density, we estimate the B 4 + density in the core of
the plasma by calculating the ratio of nB4+ to nB5+. We assume the boron in the
plasma is in coronal equilibrium. This means that the dominant mode of ionization
is electron impact ionization, and the dominant mode of recombination is through
radiative recombination. The ADAS database can provide reaction rates for radiative
recombination and electron impact ionization [63]. These results are shown in Figure
3-19a, along with an extrapolation for the radiative recombination.
Comparing the rates gives us an estimate of the fraction of nB4+ in the plasma.
The fraction is shown in Figure 3-19b as a function of the electron temperature. While
it is likely that the electron impact ionization rate far exceeds any other ionization
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Figure 3-19: (a) Radiative recombination and ionization rates for B4+. (b) Fraction
of B 4 + as a function of Te
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process, there may be other methods of recombination, for example charge-exchange.
There also could be some amount of transport of B 4+ from the edge, where it is much
more abundant. The transport effect for boron should be far less pronounced than
the effect from neutral deuterium because B4+ is charged and is thus prevented from
moving directly across the magnetic field. In any case, the collisional equilibrium
result given in Figure 3-19 should be seen as a lower bound, and the actual B4+
density may be higher.
To estimate the neutral deuterium density in the plasma, two processes need to
be considered. First, we need to consider the collisional equilibrium density, as we
did above for the hydrogen-like boron. Second, we need to consider the transport
of neutral deuterium from the cold plasma edge. There are several models that we
can use for the transport. For this thesis we use results from the FRANTIC module
in TRANSP simulations [64]. These simulations provide both the collisional equilib-
rium density and the transport from the edge and these results are shown for a typical
discharge in Figure 3-20. The transport from the plasma edge is the dominant contri-
bution to the neutral deuterium density in the plasma, and there is some uncertainty
with regards to the edge density. Nevertheless, the TRANSP estimate presented
here is in agreement with previously measured neutral densities at the separatrix
within a factor of 2 [65]. Computing the neutral deuterium density with TRANSP
is time-consuming. Therefore, for the simple analysis presented in this chapter, we
will assume a characteristic neutral density. However, all the simulations featured in
Chapters 4 and 5 have full neutral density profiles from TRANSP simulations.
Reactions per second
The densities for the three species of interest (electrons, neutral deuterium and
hydrogen-like boron) are shown in Figure 3-21a for a typical C-Mod plasma. The
densities are given as a function of normalized major radius. The B4+ density is
larger than the D0 density over the majority of the plasma. This fact, along with
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Figure 3-20: Densities of neutral deuterium from TRANSP. The transport from the
plasma edge (blue) is larger than that due to collisional recombination (red).
the peaking of the B4+ charge-exchange reaction at ~600 keV make charge-exchange
with hydrogen-like boron the dominant neutralization process above ~300 keV. This
is evident in 3-21b where the reaction rates multiplied by the species density are
shown for all three species. These plots show the densities for the three species at
r/a = 0.3.
3.3.3 Ionization
Once a fast-ion is neutralized it needs to reach the detectors while still neutralized.
If the fast neutral becomes re-ionized, it will be reabsorbed into the plasma and is
considered 'lost.'
For ionization, we need to consider both electron impact ionization, ion impact
ionization, and charge-exchange with D+. A more detailed calculation also considers
multi-step excitation-ionization processes, in which the bound electron is excited to
a higher principal quantum state and subsequently ionized.
An accurate calculation of the ionization probability will take into account the
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Figure 3-21: (a) Densities for e-, DO, and B4 + as a function of normalized major
radius for a typical C-Mod plasma. The dashed line indicates the densities used to
calculate the second plot. (b) n (o-v) for e-, Do, and B4+ as a function of fast-ion
energy.
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proper initial starting state. This is difficult to estimate properly but not impossible.
However, instead of calculating the full ionization from first principles, we will use a
beam attenation model.
The ionization cross-sections used in this thesis have been taken from a paper by
Janev et al. [66]. This paper provides empirical formulas for the attenuation of a
hydrogen neutral beam and accounts for all the ionization processes listed previously
as well as charge-exchange and ionization by impurity ions. It also accounts for
excitation, and calculates the n-state distribution up to n = 99.
In a homogeneous plasma, the distribution of n-states will reach equilibrium after
some distan(e. In this case, the beam intensity can be written as,
dI
- = -nec'sI, (3.10)
dx
where I is the intensity of the beam, n, is the electron density and us is the beam
stopping cross-section. Janev et al. calculate us for a variety of plasma species and
provide empirical fitting formulas.
Janev does not give a method for calculating the characteristic distance at which
the beam n-state distribution equilibrizes. However, we will use the Janev cross-
sections with the caveat that the Alcator C-Mod plasma is unlikely to be slowly
varying enough that the initial distribution of states is non-negligible.
Once the Janev cross-section, j for ionization has been determined, we can esti-
mate the me an free path for fast-ions in the plasma,
Amrfp = (ojne)'. (3.11)
The shine-through, or fraction of ions that escape the plasma is then calculated by
integrating ilong the path from the fast-ion neutralization point, zo to the detection
point, Zdet.
fZdet 
__z
A (W, zo) = exp x E dz. (3.12)
Jzo Amtp(E, z))
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Figure 3-22: The probability of escape for a neutralized fast-ion is plotted against
fast-ion energy for a 2 keV plasma with ne = 1.5 x 1020.
Figure 3-22 shows the probability of escape as a function of ion energy for fast-ions
in a 2 keV plasma with electron density of 1.5 x 1020.
3.3.4 Simple fast-ion distribution calculation
Using our estimations of the neutralization of fast-ions at a given point in the plasma,
and the probability of ionization of the fast ion, we can calculate the fast-ion distri-
bution in the plasma. The flux at the CNPA detector is given by,
r (W) dW vodvoe JA (x, v) f, (xv-3) o-(vo)Ivn (x) dl. (3.13)
In Equation 3.13, F (W) represents that flux of particles per unit energy per second
that arrive at the detector. This, multiplied by dW, gives the flux per second at the
detector between energy W and W + dW. In the R.H.S. vo represents the velocity
of the a fast-ion with energy W. A (x, vo) represents the attenuation of fast-ions. It
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is a unitless factor that represents the probability that an ion moving at velocity vo
will escape the plasma if it starts from position x. c is the etendue, and is equal to
the area of the aperture multiplied by the solid angle of acceptance fp is the fast-ion
distribution and satisfies
J fpi (x, vo) d3 vd 3x = nfi. (3.14)
In other words, fpi is the probability that a fast-ion is found at a specific energy and
location. -(vo) is the cross-section for one of the reactions of interest. Technically the
velocity argument should be vre = vfi - v,1. However, for the fast-ions studied here,
the neutrals can be considered motionless compared to the fast-ions, and the fast
ions are motionless compared to the electrons. For the ions we assume that vo ~~ vrel
and for electrons we integrate over a Maxwellian as described in Section 3.3.1. (vo)
multiplied by vo is the rate function. Multiplying this rate by the density, nr, of the
specific species, s, gives the number of charge-exchange reactions per second with
that species. Summing over all species gives the total number of charge exchange and
recombinatiion reactions, or in our case, fast-ion neutralizations. The units on both
sides of the equation are time-.
Estimation of fast-ion distribution in the plasma
To calculate the distribution of fast-ions at the pitch-angle viewed by the CNPA,
one needs some information about the spatial distributions of both the fast-ions and
the electron-donor species. These cannot be obtained from any direct measurements
because inversion procedures are impossible in the presence of highly anisotropic sig-
nals. The CNPA measurements can be used as a constraint or validation mechanism
for simulation codes that can calculate the full distribution function of the fast-ions,
and this is the method we use in the next chapter. However, in the remainder of
this chapter, we obtain an estimate of the fast-ion tail temperature in the plasma by
making some simplifying assumptions. First, we will assume that all the fast-ions
are born near the center of the plasma. Simulations show that most ICRF energy is
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deposited in the inner third of the plasma, so this is a reasonable assumption.
Assuming all fast-ions are born at a single location, the distribution function looks
like,
ffi (P, v-) = fi (1'7) 6(7 - o), (3.15)
and the integration over space can be carried out. The point xo is taken to be 2 cm
above the midplane, although the results presented here are not sensitive to changes
of xo on the order of 5 cm.
Solving for ffi(%) gives,
I,(W)dW
ff(') =r, [no-vo] A(W)cLvadvo
where the new parameter Le represents the size of the region over which the fast-
ions are formed. Together with the etendue e, these represent the volume over which
the fast-ion population is integrated over. We will make one more assumption for
simplicity. We assume that the dominant mode of neutralization is charge-exchange
with boron over the energy range of 250 keV to 1 MeV.
Calculating an effective temperature of the fast-ion tail
We fit the fast-ion distribution between 250 keV and 1 MeV with a single exponential.
It is also possible to use a Stix distribution fit [55] , but the Stix fit does not provide
an improved fit over the distributions considered. A sample distribution fit is shown
in (Figure 3-23). Exponential fits are convenient because they allow for an easy
estimation of a fast-ion temperature. As in the detector fitting, the argument of the
exponential is taken as the effective temperature (see Equation 3.5).
We first show the results of temperature fits applied to the plasma discharges
previously studied in Figures 3-15 and 3-16. These are shown in Figures 3-24 and
3-25. In these figures a clear trend of Teff with respect to electron density is seen.
Similarly a trend with respect to plasma current is noticeable as well. However, both
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Figure 3-23: Effective temperature fits for a typical fast-ion distribution. A double
exponential fit is used and the effective temperatures for the low energy and high
energy regions are included. The distribution comes from a 0.9 MA plasma with
line-averaged ne of ~1 x 1020 m-3.
plots show significant scatter of the temperature results indicating that there could
be significant effect from other plasma parameters.
It is also possible to fit the amalgamated distributions in the same manner that we
fit individual plasma discharges. In general each of these distributions have more data
points in the fitting region than in individual discharges, improving statistics. Trends
are shown for effective temperature scaling with respect to plasma density (Figure
3-26), plasma current (Figure 3-27), and RF power (Figure 3-28). The dependences
on plasma density and plasma current are as expected, although the scatter is con-
siderably less. There is no statistically significant trend with respect to RF power.
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Figure 3-24: Effective temperature of the plasma as a function of plasma density
for plasma currents between 0.95 MA and 1.05 MA. An exponential fit for Teff as a
function of density is also shown.
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Figure 3-25: Effective temperature of the plasma as a function of plasma current for
line-averaged electron density between 1.0 and 1.4 x 1020 m-3. A linear fit for Teff
as a function of current is also shown.
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Figure 3-26: Effective temperature of amalgamated CNPA signals
line-averaged electron density for plasma currents between 0.95 and
power between 2.25 and 2.75 MW. A linear fit for Teff as a function
shown.
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Figure 3-27: Effective temperature of amalgamated CNPA signals as a function of
plasma current for RF power between 1.75 and 2.25 MW and line-averaged electron
density between 1.0 and 1.4 x 1020 m-3RF power between 2.25 and 2.75 MW. A
linear fit for Teff as a function of plasma current is also shown.
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Chapter 4
Simulation: Steady-State
In the previous chapter, we qualitatively examined the fast-ion distribution and used
some simplifying assumptions to estimate the fast-ion distribution in the plasma. A
more thorough analysis requires the use of simulations that evolve a fast-ion distri-
bution based on plasma and machine parameters. With these simulations we can
solve for the flux at he detector uireculy and cuupare with Unt
surements without the simplifying assumptions made in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the
CNPA diagnostic can only sample specific chords in both phase space and position
space, because of machine limitations. Thus, in order to obtain the minority ion dis-
tribution across the full plasma and over the full energy spectrum, we require the use
of simulations. This chapter will focus on introducing these codes (Sections 4.1 - 4.3)
the synthetic diagnostic (Section 4.4), and showing results for steady-state, df/dt = 0
(Section 4.5). Chapter 5 will focus on the evolution of the fast-ion distribution when
df/dt - 0.
4.1 Simulation codes
The codes used for this simulation are the Fokker-Planck code, CQL3D, and the
full-wave solver, AORSA. This section provides an overview of some of the other
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simulation codes available and then describes AORSA and CQL3D in more detail.
4.1.1 History of ICRF wave-plasma simulation
The first analytic models of ICRF plasma distributions generated by ICRF waves were
calculated by Stix in his seminal work on minority heating [55]. In his doctoral thesis,
Hammett derived improvements to Stix's model by generalizing to two dimensions and
introducing a bounce-averaged RF operator [67]. Hammett coupled his RF operator
to a bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck code to create FPPRF. FPPRF was used for
analysis on C-Mod and other machines for minority heating fast-ion distributions.
[2, 68, 69]. Further development coupled FPPRF to the axisymmetric full-wave code
TORIC [70]. This coupling was used to model mode conversion flow drive [71, 72] and
internal transport barrier formation [73]. These codes were predominantly developed
in the U.S., through combined efforts at Princeton, MIT and IPP-Garching.
Early research by Eriksson et al. used the wave-solver LION [74] to me:asure the
deposition profile of ICRF heated 3He in JET [75] by comparing LION predictions
with neutrons from fusion events. LION employed a circular cross-section, did not
include mode-conversion and enforced a constant k1j. Results concluded that the codes
accurately predicted the shape of the deposition profile, but incorrectly estimated the
magnitude. Later work by Eriksson coupled the LION code to a Fokker-Planck code
that allowed the fast-ion profiles to evolve in time [18]. The code compared the
simulated distribution to the fast-ion distribution in JET estimated by D-:D neutron
products and by measuring anisotropies in stored energy. The code succeeded in
predicting the rise of the neutron and anisotropy signal in the period after the ICRF
turned on. Finite orbit effects were added in the Fokker-Planck code FIDO [76].
Simulations coupling FIDO and LION were used to simulate parasitic ion absorption
of electron waves [77] and showed the effects of including ion transport and finite
orbit effects in interactions between high harmonic fast waves and neutral beam ions.
Contemporary efforts involved coupling the Fokker-Planck code CQL3D to the
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full-wave spectral solver AORSA [78], which are both described in more detail below.
The simulated distributions from the coupled codes were compared to fast-ion distri-
butions fron the F-Top CNPA by V. Tang [2]. Simulations and experimental data
were found to be in good agreement for low power, steady-state plasmas. At roughly
the same time, a similar comparison was made on the Large Helical Device (LHD),
where relative comparisons between experimental results in He plasmas from natural
diamond detectors (NDDs) were compared to simulations using the GNET Monte-
Carlo code cI oupled with the TASK/WM wave solver [29]. These results showed good
relative agreement, although there was no attempt at an absolute comparison. Cur-
rent efforts on LHD involve comparisons between an updated 5-D GNET code and
experiments, although these have yet to be published as of the completion of this
thesis [79]. With increases in computing power, Monte-Carlo codes have been devel-
oped in recent years, such as ORBIT-RF [80] and SMC [81]. These codes have been
coupled to AORSA by an RF "kick" operator. Results have been obtained comparing
results from ORBIT-RF and AORSA with measured distributions from DIII-D and
NSTX and have indicated the importance of finite orbit effects in order to reproduce
FIDA signals [82].
4.1.2 CQL3D
CQL3D (Collisional/Quasi-linear 3D) is a Fokker-Planck solver that was originally
developed as the CQL code by G.D. Kerbel and M.G. McCoy [84], and later modified
by R.W. Harvey and M.G. McCoy [85]. The code dates back to the mid 1980s but is
continually updated. Most relevantly, the code has been updated in 2010 to include
a synthetic neutral particle analyzer diagnostic.
The plasma simulated by CQL3D can include both multiple Maxwellian species
as well as multiple non-Maxwellian species. In this way, CQL3D can calculate the
evolution of a plasma species heated by auxiliary plasma heating. In our case, we
are interested in the non-Maxwellian minority hydrogen ions heated by ion cyclotron
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heating.
In order to solve for the distribution function, CQL3D makes use of several as-
sumptions. First, the code assumes that distribution functions are evenly distributed
toroidally. A second assumption is that particles have a uniform distribution in veloc-
ity space about the magnetic field lines. These two assumptions immediately change
a 6D problem into a 4D problem. A third assumption is that the particle bounce
time over a banana orbit is small compared to the collision time. Ions in C-Mod
tend to have bounce times on the order of ps and collision times on the order of
ms. However, if electromagnetic wave fields are strong enough to modify the ions
significantly in a single bounce time, this condition is violated. The bounce averaging
allows for another dimensional reduction to 3D. The dimensions used by CQL3D are
therefore: normalized radius, p = r/a; W, the particle kinetic energy; and p, the
magnetic moment.
There is a limitation in CQL3D, in that currently all calculations except the
orbit-loss calculation (Section 4.5.4) are done assuming both particle gyroradii and
banana widths are zero. These assumptions are not well satisfied for the class of
particles we wish to analyze (see Figure 1-4). Methods of generalizing (QL3D to
finite banana widths and gyroradii are currently being developed but were unavailable
for the analysis work presented in this thesis.
CQL3D solves the full Fokker Planck equation,
df
t= Vv I a+RWf)+ S. (4.1)
Writing the LHS. of Eq. 4.1 in terms of the kinetic energy and magnetic moment
gives,
df Of _. Of Of ay Of OW
- -- + + (4.2)dt at * r ap at aW at'
where &gc is the velocity of the particle guiding center. By averaging over a bounce
time we can reduce the 2D spatial dependence to a single dimension defiied by the
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point on the banana orbit where the field is minimal, p. The simplified Fokker-Planck
equation actually solved by CQL3D is,
Df/qE 8f\
- + - (RHS) , (4.3)at ma Bu)
where q is the particle charge, Ell is the electric field parallel to the magnetic field, m
is the particle mass, and ull is the particle momentum per mass. For non-relativistic
particles, ul = v, the particle velocity parallel to the magnetic field. Lastly, the
angled brackets, K), represent bounce averaging. Bounce averaged quantities are
defined by,
f ds|v1 |(Q)ll -1 (4.4)f ds||vll|
where the integral f ds is taken over the particle orbit.
Turning our attention to the RHS of Eq. 4.3, we can express the divergence of
the particle flux in velocity space as the sum of three variables,
Vii . I e = C (f) + Q (f) + H (f) . (4.5)
Here, C (f) is a Coulomb collision term, Q (f) is the RF quasi-linear diffusion opera-
tor, and H (f) is a term that accounts for synchrotron radiation. In the simulations
presented in this thesis, the quasi-linear term is computed in AORSA, and is given
in Appendix A.4. Synchrotron radiation is not relevant for ions and is not discussed
further here. The other terms on the RHS of Eq. 4.1 are the radial diffusion term,
R (f), and the particle source/sink term, S. The RF quasi-linear term, the radial
diffusion term and the coulomb collision term are the most relevant for this thesis,
and we will provide a brief explanation of these terms here.
The RF quasi-linear operator describes the transfer of power from ICRF waves
to plasma particles [86, 87]. The coefficients for this operator are determined with a
separate full-wave solver or ray-tracing code. These coefficients are passed to CQL3D,
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which evolves the distribution function by providing energy kicks to resonant particles.
For minority heating, the RF operator only operates on particle orbits that pass
through the ICRF resonance layer, and all the kicks increase perpendicuhr velocity
only.
The quasi-linear approach is only valid when successive energy changes for each
particle are decorrelated. This implies that the energy change for each particle is small
compared to the particle energy over a bounce time. Furthermore, kicks to particle
velocity must be small enough that particle orbits are not significantly perturbed over
a bounce period. If these conditions are not satisfied, the quasi-linear approach is
invalid. The plasma discharges presented in this thesis include regimes where quasi-
linear theory may be invalid, providing a test of the code's performance (See Section
A.2).
The radial diffusion operator is an adjustable parameter in CQL3D. By varying
radial diffusion we can apply anomalous diffusion to the fast-ions. For radial diffusion,
CQL3D includes both a diffusion term, D, and a convective term, V. The general
equation for particle diffusion is given by,
af
t = V . DVf + V - f. (4.6)
In CQL3D, the diffusion term D is input into the code and can vary with particle
energy and spatial location. CQL3D then calculates V so that the calculated plasma
profiles are consistent with the input profiles.
The collision operator governs the classical slowing down and relaxation of the
plasma species. In the absence of any radial diffusion operators or RF fields the
evolution of the plasma species is governed entirely by this collision operator, and the
distribution functions evolve according to the equations discussed in Section 1.3.1.
Lastly, in the CQL3D simulations presented in this thesis, particles that have
orbits that take them out of the plasma boundary are considered lost. This represents
a particle sink that removes very high energy particles with large banana width orbits.
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Figure 4-1: kip, vs. fast-ion energy.
The discussion of orbit losses is discussed in Section 4.5.4.
4.2 AORSA
AORSA (All ORders Spectral Algorithm) is a code that calculates the integral form
of the solution to the wave equation in the presence of a general non-Maxwellian
plasma distribution function [88]. The code is capable of solving the wave equation
for arbitrary ion-cyclotron harmonic number and to all orders of kipi, where k1 is
the perpen(dicular wave number and pi is the ion Larmor radius. A plot of kipi
as a function of ion energy is shown in Figure 4-1 for typical C-Mod parameters.
The non-Maxwellian distribution functions simulated in this thesis includes fast-ions
up to 4 MeV where kipi ~ 0.36 and thus the finite Larmor radius assumption of
kipi < 1 is only marginally satisfied. Therefore, the calculation done by AORSA is
an improvement over full-wave solvers which use finite Larmor radius expansions for
the conductivity operator.
AORSA calculates the quasi-linear RF operator in three steps. The first step
calculates the plasma conductivity kernel, - (f , r, rt, t,') from a user-defined distri-
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bution function, f. Next the perturbed electric fields are calculated via the inhomo-
geneous wave equation (see Equation A.21 for comparison),
-V x V X E$+ $+ E, - -J iopo~ant. (4.7)
Here, Jant represents a specified electrical current density due to RF antennas, and
Jp is the plasma current that incorporates the non-Maxwellian plasma conductivity
kernel,
) ( = Zdr dt'o- (fIr3,t,t') - (4.8)
Lastly, the code computes a quasi-linear operator from the perturbed electric fields
(see Section A.4 [89]). This quasi-linear operator then gets passed to a Fokker-Planck
solver (CQL3D in our case) to evolve a new distribution function.
AORSA can generalize to 3D by considering multiple toroidal modes. Simulation
time scales linearly with the number of toroidal modes. Therefore, using multiple
modes is costly computation-wise and the time-dependent simulations analyzed in
the next chapter would have required concurrent execution of AORSA on a massively
parallel platform with multiple toroidal modes, and were not feasible for this thesis.
However, if the proper wave fields are desired, especially in situations where 3-D
effects are important, using multiple toroidal modes is a necessity.
4.3 Iteration and convergence
As explained in a previous section, CQL3D evolves a distribution function based on
quasi-linear RF coefficients obtained from AORSA. However, these coefficients are
strongly dependent on the distribution function itself. Therefore, iteration between
the codes is necessary to produce a self-consistent minority distribution [78]. The
distribution function produced by CQL3D is passed back to AORSA where new co-
efficients for the RF quasi-linear operator are calculated. These coefficients are then
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used to evolve a new distribution function in CQL3D. This process repeats until the
distribution converges to a self-consistent solution.
There are two types of convergence. There is a convergence between consecutive
iterations of each code individually and there is convergence between the outputs of
both codes with each other. This second convergence requires a comparison between
a parameter measured by both codes. Here, we use the power deposition profile for
the convergence comparisons. Neither convergence on its own is sufficient and both
need to be considered. The first convergence condition is satisfied if the nth iteration
of CQL3D is the same as the (n - 1)th iteration of CQL3D. If this is the case,
further iterations will not alter the distribution functions more. Shown in Figure 4-2
are the power deposition profiles for four iterations of CQL3D. In the figure, there
are significant changes between the first and second iterations, but smaller changes
between subsequent iterations. Adit-iOnal iterati (noits shown)rri'O prroduice. osc/'illtoryT
behavior on order of the difference between the third and fourth iterations. Similar to
the power deposition profiles, the plots of the synthetic diagnostic signal for sightlines
near and away from the resonance displayed in Figure 4-3 show negligible difference
between the third and fourth iterations.
In order to check the second convergence condition, the comparison between
AORSA and CQL3D, we compare the power deposition profile as calculated by both
codes. The result, shown in Figure 4-4, shows the comparison for both of these quan-
tities for the final iteration of the coupled AORSA-CQL3D code. Here we see that
for this simulation the deposited power predicted by CQL3D is slightly higher than
that predicted by AORSA. It is not expected to recover better convergence between
the coupled code than is shown in Figure 4-4.
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4.4 Synthetic diagnostic
We determine the flux to the detector by applying a synthetic diagnostic built into
CQL3D to the simulated fast-ion distribution function. The defining equation to
calculate the neutral flux is identical to Chapter 3. Eq. 3.13 and is repeated here for
clarity,
I, (W) dW = v2dvo A (x,6 ) f1 (x, -0) a (vo)Von 8 (x) dl.
Unlike Chapter 3, we do not require the fast-ion distribution to be a delta function
in space. Rather, we use the distribution function as calculated by the simulations
and then use that distribution to calculate the flux directly. The energy dependent,
absolute count rate is calculated for each synthetic diagnostic sightline and is then
compared to the CNPA measurements. The inputs to the synthetic diagnostic are
the CNPA sightlines and the electron donor species profiles. As discussed earlier, the
species we consider are hydrogen-like boron and neutral deuterium.
The synthetic diagnostic follows a user-specified sightline through the three-dimensional
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of absorbed power calculated by AORSA and CQL3D
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plasma. A neutralized particle will leave the flux surface on a straight line traced onto
a surface of a cone, determined by the ratio, V1 /v. At each flux surface, the synthetic
diagnostic determines the local pitch angle, V, where the cone traced out by those
particles contains the desired sightline. The local pitch angle, is defined in terms of
the local vehocity,
cos(19) = vI|v,
and thus can be related to the pitch angle at the midplane, do, by using the adiabatic
invariant,
cos(V) = -cos(do), (4.9)
Bo
where Bo is t he magnitude of the magnetic field value at the midplane. For the CNPA
geometry the sightlines intersect almost perpendicular to the magnetic field, so that
particles witli v ~ vi are selected.
CQL3D solves for the distribution function at the outboard midplane, fo, in terms
of three dimensions: the midplane radial value of the flux surface, the pitch angle at
the midplane, and the total velocity, v. The density of particles between d and 0+ Ad
and between v and v + Av at any point in the plasma is given by,
n = 2Jr fo (R, v, o v2 dvsin(o)d0. (4.10)
The above equation can be written entirely in terms of the midplane pitch angles by
using Eq. 4.9 and obtaining the following substitution,
sin(t)dO = sin(oo)d0o B .
Bo
The density at any point in space is then described in terms of midplane coordinates
only,
n = 21r j fo (R, vo) (- v 2dvsin(o)do. (4.11)
eo V Bo0
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The factor (B/Bo)! 2 is greater than unity away from the midplane and is largest
at the banana tips for trapped particles. This factor accounts for the fact that particles
have decreased parallel velocity near the banana tips and thus spend more time there.
The NPA synthetic diagnostic is based on a soft x-ray synthetic diagnostic already
implemented in CQL3D The x-ray synthetic diagnostic is used in simulations of lower-
hybrid driven plasmas which contain a significant number of fast electrons [90]. The
sightline tracing and pitch angle calculations are identical. While it is difficult to
benchmark the NPA synthetic diagnostic against known plasma parameters, the soft
x-ray diagnostic can be compared to visible bremsstrahlung measurements in the
absence of lower-hybrid driven fast electrons, and are found to agree.
The sensitivity of the CQL3D synthetic diagnostic was tested by varying several of
the plasma parameters within their experimental errors. We aim to discover whether
variation of plasma parameters produce uncertainties that are on the same order as
the uncertainties in boron concentration or boron cross-section. Figure 4-5 shows the
results for varying plasma density, plasma temperature, and hydrogen fraction within
experimental errors. The experimental uncertainties used here are for a single data
point and are dominated by random errors. The uncertainty over an ensemble of
data points, such as those generated during long plasma flattops, are estimated to be
significantly smaller.
Results of the sensitivity analysis show that the synthetic diagnostic predicts that
the sightline near the resonance is relatively insensitive to changes of the plasma
parameters, including the hydrogen fraction. These are shown in the left side of
Figure 4-5. It should be noted that a strong dependence on hydrogen fraction appears
at high minority concentrations ( > 15 %) where the ICRF fast wave undergoes mode
conversion to the Ion Cyclotron wave or the Ion Bernstein wave. However, simulations
of these plasmas requires careful accounting of the mode conversion wave physics and
require higher mode resolution [91]. In this thesis we limit the focus to plasmas in
the minority heating regime where hydrogen fractions are < 10 %. Sightlines away
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Figure 4-5: Shown are the synthetic diagnostic sensitivity to density (top), electron
temperature (middle) and hydrogen fraction (bottom). The sightline near resonance
(left) is seen to be very insensitive. However, the sightline away from resonance (right)
is very sensitive to electron temperature and density.
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from the resonance are considerably more sensitive, especially to electron density
and electron temperature, as indicated on the right side of Figure 4-5. However, the
uncertainties in plasma parameters only seem to affect the absolute magnitude of
the simulated signal and are not seen to affect the dependence of the distribution
with respect to energy. These results indicate a simulated sightline near resonance
should always agree with experiment in magnitude, and all sightlines should display
the correct dependence with respect to energy, even in the presence of significant
uncertainties in density and temperature. It should be noted that the results from
the CQL3D sensitivity study are in qualitative agreement with the CNPA measured
behavior of fast-ion signal seen in Chapter 3, specifically the enhanced effects of
density and temperature variation away from the ICRF resonance layer.
It is useful to compare the contributions to the synthetic diagnostic signal to the
background D0 and B4+ and that is shown along with the contribution fromr electron
recombination in Figure 4-6. This result is similar to the estimation previously shown
in Figure 3-21. The plasma results are linearly sensitive to the boron charge-exchange
cross-section and to the estimated B4 + density. The results presented in this section
will use boron densities that are near the edge estimate of 1% of ne. We acknowledge
the discrepancy between the required boron density for CNPA agreement with simu-
lation and the measured core boron density (see Section 3.3.2), and this discrepancy
may warrant future inquiry.
The sensitivity of the simulated results to sightline position is shown in Figure 4-7
which indicates a strong sensitivity to sightline near the ICRF resonance layer. The
sightline represented by the blue line in Figure 4-7 is just outboard of the resonance
layer and the green line is just inboard. There is a strong difference in the signal
between these two synthetic diagnostic sightlines. The estimated error in the position
of the sightlines is obtained from the calibration described in Appendix B and is 0.5
cm. Because of the strong sensitivity of the signal to the position of the sightlines,
especially near the resonance layer, we must account for the finite width of the CNPA
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viewing line. The synthetic diagnostic assumes a zero-width sightline. To obtain a
more realistic finite-width sightline, the synthetic diagnostic signals presented in this
thesis are calculated from a weighted average of several zero-width sightlines around
the central sightline.
4.5 Steady-state simulations and results
For steady-state simulations, CQL3D begins each iteration with either a Maxwellian
distribution or a distribution that is output from a previous iteration. CQL3D then
evolves a new minority species distribution function based on the most recently calcu-
lated wavefields from AORSA. The CQL3D time is chosen to be large enough that the
fast-ion distributions reach steady state. In these simulations the fast-ion distribution
is evolved for 440 ms in time steps of 40 ms, and, as shown in Figure 4-8, the synthetic
diagnostic signal, and therefore the fast-ion distribution, evolves to a steady state in
this time period. Additionally, the CQL3D simulation produces the same result with
eighty steps of 1 ms as with two steps of 40 ms. All simulations presented here have
orbit-losses turned on although removing orbit losses has a negligible effe ct on the
result (Section 4.5.4).
4.5.1 Simulations of Current Dependence
We discuss results from four plasma discharges with plasma currents constant during
a discharge but varying from 0.6 MA to 1.2 MA between discharges. The plasma
parameters are shown in Figure 4-9. These plasmas were 5.1 T and only J-Antenna
was operated so that the ICRF resonance layer was at a single radial location. Some
fast-ion distributions for various flux surfaces are shown for the 600 kA and 1 MA
plasmas in Figures 4-10 and 4-11. CNPA results are shown for two sightlines, one
near the resonance and one 4 cm outboard of the resonance. (Sightlines farther out
do not have sufficient signal for comparison in these discharges). The placement of
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the resonant layer and the CNPA sightlines have been shown previously in Figure
2-14.
Comparisons between CNPA data and AORSA-CQL3D simulations fo r the four
plasma discharges shown in Figure 4-9 are provided in Figures 4-12 to 1-15. For
these simulations the boron concentration was chosen to be 2.5% of ne, which is
at the upper range of reasonable values for boron concentration. A boron density
that is 2.5% of ne was found to provide the best agreement across all discharges and
sightlines. In this manner, it can be viewed as a CNPA/simulation prediction of
the boron density. Changing nB will linearly shift the simulated neutral flux in the
region where charge-exchange with boron is still the dominant neutralization method.
Lowering the boron density will make charge-exchange with deuterium the dominant
neutralization method for a larger region of the low energies (see Figure 4-6).
The simulation results have the best agreement with experiment for the 0.8 and
1.0 MA plasmas (Figures 4-13 and 4-14). There is some disagreement between the
simulation and the experiment for the 0.6 MA (Figure 4-12) and 1.2 MA (Figure
4-15) plasmas. At 0.6 MA, the simulation underestimates the low energy (~300
keV) count rate on both sightlines. At 1.2 MA the simulation overestimates the low
energy (~300 keV) signal on the sightline farther from the resonance (R = 74 cm).
However, the simulation is accurate for the near-resonance sightline. For all currents
the simulation agrees with experiment for higher energy (> 500 keV) count rates, and,
most importantly, the simulation reproduces the dependence of the CNPA count rate
on fast-ion energy. The energy dependence is important because the major source
of uncertainties, boron concentration and boron charge-exchange cross-section are
unlikely to affect the shape of the curve above -350 keV, just the absolute magnitude.
As plasma current is increased, the magnitude of the count rates on the sightline
farther from the resonance (R = 74 cm) gets gradually closer to the oi-resonance
(R = 70 cm) count rate. This is indicative of better fast-ion confinement at higher
currents. It was uncertain whether this feature would be reproduced in the simulation
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1.0
because of the zero banana-width limitation. The results show that this feature is
indeed reproduced by the simulation, indicating that the zero banana-width assump-
tion may be acceptable for simulating a steady-state distribution. Examining the
distribution functions, it is clear that there are more energetic distributions at flux
surfaces between p = 0.3 and p = 0.4. The sightline at R = 74 cm does not intersect
flux surfaces inside p ~ 0.25.
Overall the simulation provides agreement with the experimental results within a
factor of 2 for the wide range of currents chosen. The simulation is able to correctly
estimate the CNPA signal both as a function of fast-ion energy, and as a function
of sightline position thus providing some confidence in the capability of the simula-
tion model to correctly predict the fast-ion distribution function for minority ICRF
heating.
4.5.2 Role of Plasma Profiles in Current Dependence
As seen in Figure 4-9 there are some unavoidable changes in plasma profiles, specif-
ically in Electron temperature, which changes by a factor of -1.5 between the 600
kA discharge and the 1 MA discharge. As seen in Eq. 1.9, the ion-electron slowing
down time is oc T31 2. Therefore, it is conceivable that the electron temperature plays
a significant role in the fast-ion distribution. In order to test this effect, a simula-
tion was done using the plasma profiles from the 1 MA discharge and the magnetic
equilibrium from the 600 kA discharge. A resulting fast-ion distribution is shown in
Figure 4-16 alongside the 600 kA and 1 MA simulations. The distribution is clearly
more similar to the 600 kA discharge than the 1 MA discharge, implying that the
magnetic equilibrium is playing a larger role in shaping the fast-ion distribution than
the plasma profiles.
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4.5.3 Simulations of RF Power Dependence
To simulate the dependence of the fast-ion distribution on RF power, we use the 1
MA simulation above and vary the RF power level input into AORSA. We do not
have a convenient set of discharges to simulate against, so instead we will look at the
qualitative features of the fast-ion distribution in both the simulations. The results of
the RF scan are given in Figures 4-17 and 4-18. In Figure 4-17 we show the CQL3D
calculation of the effective temperature of the fast-ion distribution plotted against
plasma radius for various power levels. The curve representing the 1.0 MA simulation
plotted earlier is shown in the thick green curve. The peak effective temperature
in CQL3D seems to stagnate around 200-300 keV in the simulations. Additional
power tends to create more energetic distributions further out in plasma radius, but
does not significantly increase the peak effective temperature. Figure 4-18 shows the
simulated CNPA signal from the synthetic diagnostic, both near and away from the
resonance layer. Here we see that there is very little noticeable change in the effective
temperature seen by the CNPA and only a slight difference in the total count level for
power levels above 2 MW. These results are in qualitative agreement with the results
found from the amalgamated CNPA signal (see Figures 3-7 and 3-28). In both the
simulation and the experiment, additional power does not seem to raise the fast ion
tail temperature as seen by the CNPA, although it does increase the overall count
rate. It should be noted that these simulations include RF power levels of 0.1 MW
and 6.0 MW, neither of which is obtainable in experiment.
4.5.4 Estimates of Orbit Losses
In order to shed light on the role that orbit losses play in the fast-ion distributions
in these discharges, we use the simulations to calculate the number of ions that are
in lost orbits, and the energy that they carry. CQL3D includes the option to turn
on a simple banana loss term. When banana losses are enabled, all particles that
satisfy r + Ab/2 > a are removed and replaced with a thermal particle on the same
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Figure 4-17: Shown are simulated effective temperatures for various RF power levels.
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CNPA channel near resonance (left) and away from resonance (right). The thick
green curve represents the 1.0 MA discharge shown in Figure 4-14
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flux surface. Here, r represents the radial position of the particle guiding center on
the outboard midplane, Ab is the banana width, and a is the radius of the last closed
flux surface on the outboard midplane.
In order to estimate particle losses we simulate the same discharge while toggling
the loss term. In Figure 4-21, we show the results from a comparison of the 'loss'
and 'no-loss' case for the 0.6 and 1.0 MA plasma discharges analyzed in the previous
section. The distribution function for the 'loss' and no-loss' cases are plotted for two
flux surfaces in Figures 4-19 and 4-20. Here we see very little effect from the losses
in the core of the 1 MA case, but significant losses in the 600 kA case, even deep
into the core. As expected most of the losses occur near the trapped-passing bound-
ary. However, it should be noted that there is very little change to the distribution
functions on the sightlines viewable by the CNPA at either plasma current.
The top plots in Figure 4-21 shows the number of particles on each flux surface
that have been moved into different energy bins due to particle losses. The total is
represented as a fraction of the number of particles lost on each flux surface. The
middle plots show the total amount of energy that is lost from flux surfaces when
losses are turned on (black) and also the amount that is gained (red). Again the
result is given as a fraction of the total energy on each flux surface.
The gained energy is likely an artifact of the simulation. The power input to
the simulation is the power absorbed by the plasma. In a tokamak, particles on
unconfined orbits will deposit their power on the wall. In simulations, the power that
would be lost due to unconfined particles is instead shifted onto particles in confined
orbits. Nevertheless, the analysis does provide an estimate of the total energy lost.
The simulation result shows that at 0.6 MA, at most, 5% of energy is lost. from any
flux surface. However, the flux surfaces of peak absorption have negligible losses.
The bottom plots in Figure 4-21 show the simulated effective temperature as a
function of radius. A very small difference is noticeable on the 0.6 MA simulation,
but no change is visible at all on the 1.0 MA case and the two curves completely
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Figure 4-20: Comparisons of distributions with and without orbit losses for a 600 kA
plasma for flux surfaces at p = 0.1 and p = 0.3. On eadch distribution, two curves
of constant energy are shown to indicate CNPA range. Also shown is the trapped-
passing boundary (dashed blue) the CNPA sightline at R = 70 cm (solid red) and
the CNPA sightline at R = 74 cm (solid green).
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overlap. The results are that orbit losses cannot explain the scalings of the fast-ion
distributions with respect to plasma current or RF power.
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Chapter 5
Time-Dependent Results
In this chapter we turn our attention to fast-ion distributions that are evolving in time,
df /dt / 0. Specifically we examine fast ion distributions in two distinct periods of time
immediately after changes in ICRF power. The first is the period of time immediately
after ICRF turns on, when the minority ion distribution evolves from a thermal
Maxwellian towards the steady-state distributions studied in previus1 Iic1ae.T
second period is after the ICRF turns off, where the energetic tail decays away and the
minority ion distribution relaxes to a Maxwellian. In this chapter we discuss results
from an experiment designed to provide repeated measurements of the evolving fast-
ion distribution through modulated ICRF heating. Then we discuss simulations that
attempt to reproduce the distribution. Through a comparison of the simulation and
experimental results, we find a significant discrepancy and the possible reasons for
this discrepancy are examined.
5.1 Experimental setup
This chapter focuses in detail on a single representative discharge with modulated
ICRF heating. Similar plasma discharges with modulated ICRF were seen in Chapter
3 in the disc iission of fast-ion dependences on various plasma parameters. The plasma
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Figure 5-1: Plasma parameters for a discharge with modulated ICRF used for analysis
of time-dependent fast-ion distribution.
parameters for the representative discharge are shown in Figure 5-1. As shown in the
highlighted region, there are eight full cycles of ICRF. Because there are not enough
fast-ion counts during a single ICRF modulated period to perform a proper analysis,
to improve statistics we divide each modulated period into 10 ms bins, and sum over
the eight on-off cycles. Each period has a 60% duty cycle with on time of 60 ms
and an off time of 40 ms. A cartoon of the binning procedure is shown in Figure
5-2. The color of each bin in this figure corresponds to the appropriate time bin
color in subsequent plots. Again, because of low count rates, we also lose significant
resolution in energy. Therefore, we split the fast-ions into four energy bins of 240 keV
width (except for the first bin which goes from 150-240 keV). The time evolution of
the fast-ion signal from one CNPA sightline near the resonance is shown in Figures
5-3 (rise) and 5-4 (decay). It is also useful to display how each energy bin evolves in
time, and this is shown in Figure 5-5
From Figures 5-3 and 5-4 we see that the fast-ion distribution appears to reach
steady state after ~30 ms. The relaxation to a Maxwellian after the ICRF turns off
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Figure 5-2: Cartoon of binning procedure for time-dependent CNPA measurements.
The dashed green line represents the ICRF modulated power.
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Figure 5-3: Energy profiles of the measured fast-ions showing the rise to steady state
after the ICRF is turned on.
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state after the ICRF is turned off.
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Figure 5-5: Measured fast-ions are plotted vs. time for a full on off cycle for the four
energy bins.
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occurs on a similar timescale. In both cases, the characteristic time-constants for the
rise and relaxation are -10 ms. In contrast, we have already seen that the time for
CQL3D to reach steady state was much slower (Figure 4-8).
5.2 Simulation setup
In order to simulate the time-dependent distribution we need to couple the AORSA
and CQL3D simulations in a manner that evolves the distribution function self-
consistently in time and accounts for the changing plasma parameters during the
simulation. This process is accomplished by making individual input files for each 1
ms iteration. We use CQL3D to evolve a distribution 1 ms at a time, using internal
time steps of 0.1 ms. (For comparison, in the steady state-simulations in Chapter 4,
we evolved i single 440 ms simulation with internal time steps of 40 ms.) After each
ms, we call AORSA and get updated quasi-linear coefficients. After 60 ms, the ICRF
turns off and AORSA is no longer needed. Between 60 msand 10 ms, only CQL3D
is called.
The iteration sequence is managed by a Python script. The Python script selects
the appropriate input file for the time-step. The script also has the capability of
altering different simulation parameters during the run (e.g. ICRF power, radial
transport palrameters etc.), however using it in this manner to alter plasma profiles
is cumbersomie.
5.3 Results
A direct comparison between the predicted signal from the synthetic diagnostic and
the CNPA measurements is shown in Figures 5-6 to 5-9. Results are shown both
near and away from the resonance. It is evident that there are large discrepancies
between the experimental and the simulated results. The high energy ions evolve
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Figure 5-6: Energy spectra of the measured and simulated fast-ions near resonance.
The experimental measurement show that the fast-ions rise to steady state after the
ICRF is turned on in -30 ms. The simulated fast-ions do not reach steady state after
60 ms.
much quicker in the experiment than in the simulation. This is clear from comparing
the solid black and blue curves to the dashed black and blue curves in Figures 5-6
and 5-7 or the solid blue and red curves to the dashed blue and red curves in Figures
5-11 and 5-10. In the experiment the two highest energy bins reach over half of their
final value after 20 ms, while the simulation is under 10% of its final value. It is also
useful to compare the shape of the rise and decay of the signal. This can be seen
most easily by scaling the simulation signal to the experimental results by a constant
multiplicative factor. The scaled results for the summation of all ions between 300
and 800 keV are shown for both sightlines in Figures 5-12 and 5-13. In both cases
we can see that the simulation has a much slower time constant than the experiment.
In fact, on the channel away from the resonance (Fig. 5-13) the simulated rise looks
almost linear.
In Figures 5-12 and 5-13, the simulated results (solid lines) are plotted with time
resolution of 1 ms, corresponding to the time in between calls to AORSA. With this
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nance showing the rise to steady state after the ICRF is turned on.
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Figure 5-8: Energy profiles of the measured and simulated fast-ions near resonance
showing the relaxation to Maxwellian after the ICRF is turned off.
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Figure 5-10: Simulated (solid) and measured (dashed) fast-ion signals over a full
on-off cycle for a sightline near the ICRF resonance layer.
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resolution, an interesting feature is apparent. For the channel near the resonance
(Figure 5-12) we see that the simulated signal begins decaying immediately after
the ICRF is turned off. However, on the channel farther away (Figure 5-13)the
fast-ion signal persists for about 10 ms after the ICRF turns off. Unfortunately,
the experimintal measurement does not have sufficient time resolution to determine
whether there is a persistent signal on the off-resonance channel after the ICRF turns
off.
As is evident from Figures 5-6 and 5-7, the simulated distributions do not evolve
to the same distribution as is measured by the CNPA. It is clear from Figure 4-8
that a simulation with fully evolved wave-fields does not reach steady state after
60 ins. However it is also possible that the fast-ion distribution is also not yet in
steady state either. To address this question, we compare the CNPA distribution
during the last 30 ms of the ICRF on time with a steady state simulation. These
results are shown in Figure 5-14. By extrapolating to steady state, we find that
the simulation underpredicts the magnitude of the signal for both channels. This
disagreement is partly caused by the difficulty of obtaining the proper steady-state
density and temperature. However, the shape of the synthetic diagnostic signal with
respect to energy is greatly improved for both sightlines.
We can also examine the relaxation of the extrapolated steady-state distribution.
This is shown for the on and off resonance sightlines in Figures 5-15 and 5-16 re-
spectively. Here, the relaxation from the steady-state distribution is plotted in red,
normalized, and overlaid on the fully time-dependent results. We see no improvement
of the agreerient during relaxation when the distribution begins in steady-state. This
is indicative of a further discrepancy between CQL3D and the experimental data.
5.3.1 Discussion of Discrepancies
This section examines several possible reasons for the discrepancies between the
AORSA-CQL3D simulation and the CNPA experimental data for time-dependent,
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or evolving, fast-ion distribution functions.
Time steps
It is possible that the temporal resolution of the simulations has a significant effect on
the evolution of the high energy fast-ions, and we examine this question by performing
a simulation with finer time steps. We simulate the first 16 ms after the ICRF turns
on with a much finer grid, starting with calls to AORSA every 0.1 ms for the first
two ms and getting gradually larger. The simulation of the first 16 ms in this manner
includes as much computational time as the full 60 ms simulation with calls to AORSA
every 1 ms. The results of this fine time-stepping simulation are shown in Figure 5-17
where we see virtually no difference when we reduce the time step size. Increasing the
internal time-steps in CQL3D has also been shown to make no discernable difference.
It is also possible that improved time-stepping algorithms may provide some bet-
ter agreement between simulation and measurements [921. The main purpose of these
more advanced algorithms would be to tighten the self-consistent evolution between
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Figure 5-17: Shown are two simulations with the standard 1 ms time steps (blue) and
a simulation with finer time stepping (red). Using finer time steps causes negligible
change to the predicted distribution.
AORSA and CQL3D. However, our simple algorithm shows that the codes produce
consistent predictions of absorbed power after a few iterations, so it is not expected
that these advanced algorithms would produce better agreement. Indeed, initial at-
tempts at self-consistent algorithms have not improved agreement with experiment.
Variable boron concentration
The ICRF antennas have been known to be a source for boron. This is seen by an
increase in spectroscopic signal from boron when the ICRF turns on. We attempt
to determine whether the discrepancy in the fast-ion distributions is caused by an
improper input into the simulation of the B4+ concentration as a function of ICRF
power.
To address this, we compare the signal from CXRS signal for two nearby boron
lines in Figure 5-18. The line near 494.467 nm is the n = 7 -> 6 transition of B4+.
The line near 494.037 nm is the n = 1, 2s3d -- 2s4f transition of B1 +. Because the
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Figure 5-18: Boron concentrations for B 4 + and B1+ lines are shown for ICRF on
(black) and off (blue). Plot courtesy of K. Liao and the FRC-CXRS system.
high electron temperature in the plasma quickly strips off electrons, the B'+ line is
only found at the plasma edge. The intensity of the boron is calculated by summing
the area under the line emission curves, and thus, a relative comparison between
the two curves is possible. Here we see that while the edge boron increases as a
function of ICRF power by a factor of almost 2, the core boron shows a much more
modest increase of -10%. This suggests that it is unlikely that changes in the boron
concentration in the core of the plasma are a candidate to explain the discrepancy.
Radial diffusion
CQL3D allows for a user specified anomalous radial diffusion as a function of both
r/a and velocity. We examine whether the discrepancy is caused by anomalous radial
diffusion that is not accounted in CQL3D's neoclassical treatment. Many attempts
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were made to match the simulation and experiments through parametric scans of
radial diffusion profiles. While it was possible to generate improved behavior with
respect to time evolution for each energy bin, the simulated distributions never showed
improvements with respect to energy. In fact, most of the simulations sh)wed even
worse agreement. Furthermore, theoretical gyro-kinetic estimates of radial diffusion
for highly energetic ions were shown by Angioni and Peeters to be small [93].
Finite orbit effects
Previous experiments have found that including particle orbits is necessary for HHFW
(High harmonic fast wave) or beam heated fast-ion distributions [82]. However, the
discrepancies we see are ambiguous on whether finite orbit effects are playing an
important role. The CNPA only detects ions at their banana tips. This is the precise
location where the particle guiding center is on the CQL3D flux surface. Therefore,
the zeroth order effect from finite banana widths does not affect the simulation.
However, finite orbit effects can alter the absorption of energy of a fast-ion that does
not have its banana tips at the resonance layer and could have significant effects on
the collisional operator.
Quasi-linear violation
It is possible that the fast-ions are evolving in a way that cannot be simulated with the
quasi-linear bounce-averaged RF operator used in CQL3D. Violation of quasi-linear
theory arises when particles receive energy kicks that are comparable to the.,ir energy,
AW ~ W, on the timescale of a bounce period. This violates the assumption in quasi-
linear theory that particle orbits are unperturbed by the ICRF. Moreover, there is
another assumption in quasi-linear theory that successive kicks are decorrelated. An
analytic calculation of an expected energy kick is given in Appendix A [94]. This
calculation shows that a thermal particle with banana tips at the ICRF resonance
receives a kick that is on order or greater than its pre-kick energy. Furtheriiore, even
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a passing particle will receive a kick that is a significant fraction of its pre-kick energy.
It is possible that these effects are not being handled properly in the simulation and
could be a reason for some of the discrepancy.
Errors in other parameters
The electron temperatures used for the time-dependent simulations are the aver-
age values across all the simulation time bins. All departures due to sawteeth were
smoothed over. Thus there is a difference between the actual temperature and the
input one. Previous results indicate that the effects of sawteeth, and the errors in
temperature should not play a large role (See Figures 4-5 and 3-12). Nevertheless,
it is possible that there are some errors introduced from this simplification, and that
the effects are amplified in the time-dependent analysis.
The simulations assumed that the value of Zeff = 1 throughout the entire plasma
and does not change as a function of time. The actual value of Zeff is larger than 1
and this could account for some of the discrepancies, specifically in the turn-off.
Non-Maxwellian distributions at start
The simulation assumes that all distributions are Maxwellian at the time where the
ICRF power turns on. Indeed, fast-ion counts do not appear on the CNPA after the
ICRF power has been off for 40 ms. However, it is possible that the distribution has
not fully relaxed to a Maxwellian in this time, and has a non-thermal tail at energies
too low to be detected by the CNPA, or at pitch angles that the CNPA is unable to
see. This could have an effect on the fast-ion rise time, and could be another source
of the discrepancy. This effect can be investigated by repeating the experiment with
longer on and off-times to ensure that the ion distribution has fully relaxed to a
Maxwellian. However, multiple discharges will be required in order to obtain enough
counts to measure the rise and relaxation of the fast-ion distribution.
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CQL3D-DC
The CQL3D-DC (diffusion coefficient) code is currently in development [95]. This
code follows particle orbits and calculates a diffusion coefficient directly from inte-
grating the Lorentz force given equation for a particle using the AORSA wave-fields.
Thus, the CQL3D-DC bypasses the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient. Initial results
from CQL3D-DC have been presented, however due to limitations the simulation was
only able to model the first few ms of the plasma. Nevertheless, the CQL3D-DC re-
sult shows that there is a considerable increase in pitch-angle scattering, resulting in a
much faster rise to equilibrium of fast-ions along various sightlines. A simulation com-
paring the quasi-linear calculation and the diffusion coefficient calculation is shown
in Figure 5-19. From this comparison, we see that the simulation using CQL3D-DC
produces a more energetic fast-ion distribution along the CNPA sightline after 4 ms.
These results provide a promising path forward to resolving the discrepancy in the
time-dependence.
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Figure 5-19: Distribution functions are shown for a simulation using quasi-linear
theory (top) and the diffusion coefficient approach (bottom) [95]. The results at the
p ~ 0.15 flux-surface are shown for a plasma distribution 4 ms after the ICRF power
has been turned on. Dashed magenta lines indicate the trapped-passing boundary.
The dashed green lines represent the pitch angle viewed by the R = 70 cm CNPA.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Concluding remarks
This thesis presented results from a new Compact Neutral Particle Analyzer that was
installed on Alcator C-Mod, and analyzed the behavior of the fast-ion distribution as
a function of plasma parameters. We discovered a strong dependence of the fast-ion
distribution on plasma current. Higher current plasmas supported more energetic fast
ion distributions, and it was thought that this dependence was related to the banana
width, a parameter that scales inversely with current. We also found that the fast-ion
tail energy did not increase with additional ICRF after a certain threshold.
In addition to the experimental development, a new synthetic diagnostic to simu-
late the fast-ion distribution at the CNPA was built into CQL3D, allowing for direct
comparison between experiments and fast-ion distributions generated with the cou-
pled AORSA-CQL3D codes. CQL3D is a zero orbit-width code, and simulations of
plasmas at different currents were performed in order to ascertain whether the zero
orbit-width assumption was sufficient to explain the strong current dependence of
the fast-ion distribution. Surprisingly, the simulation and the experiment had good
agreement for plasma currents ranging from 0.6 MA to 1.2 MA, and appeared to
reproduce the current dependence of the fast-ion distribution seen in experiment.
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The simulations also showed that at higher power levels, the damping profile broad-
ens, but the effective temperature seems to saturate. The synthetic diagnostic agrees
qualitatively with the results seen in the experimental measurement.
A second test of the AORSA-CQL3D simulation was performed by modulating
the ICRF power and examining the periods immediately after turn-on and turn-off.
These results showed large discrepancies between the experimental results and the
simulations. Various possibilities for the discrepancies are given, although it is not
clear at this time which of them are responsible.
6.2 Future work
This work describes the currently feasible measurements of fast-ion behavior in C-
Mod and other tokamaks, but with new diagnostic and simulative capabilities, new
areas of study are accessible. We outline possible areas where more research could
produce interesting results starting with diagnostic upgrades and concluding with
some advanced simulation capabilities.
6.2.1 Improvements to diagnostic capability
The CNPA is currently a very reliable diagnostic, operating on nearly every ICRF
plasma. However, there are improvements that can increase the quality of the data.
The diagnostic aperture is currently hand-controlled and requires a cell access
in order to adjust it. Often the aperture needs to be changed various times during
the day for optimum fast-ion measurements. A remotely controlled aperture would
greatly improve the CNPA's performance between discharges.
The F-Top CNPA functions well, but because of the shallow active-region of the
detectors, it is limited to viewing fast-ions that are < 500 keV in energy. However,
the shallow active region also ensures that the F-Top CNPA is immune from spurious
photon counts. In this thesis, the F-Top CNPA played a supporting role to verify that
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counts seen on J-Top were real and not photon induced. However, there is significant
room to expand the role of the F-Top CNPA.
Currently the J-Top apertures are constant across all channels. However, the
aperture was designed with removable sliding plates so that the apertures could differ
across channels. Machining new plates could allow for sufficient statistics across a
greater number of channels than was currently available in this thesis. For example,
a channel at R = 78 cm did not have high enough particle counts to be used in
the comparisons in Chapters 4 and 5. A larger aperture on this channel could have
improved the count rates on that channel.
The detectors could be improved as well. Thicker foils might allow operation at
larger aperture settings, improving count rates at the expense of the lower energy
counts. Also, semi-conductor technology is always improving, and it is possible that
a new detector substrate may become available in the next few years that would
improve performance.
On the digitization side, automatic pulse-height counting systems have improved
greatly over the past decades. A pulse-height counting system could remove the need
for elaborate post-processing routines and reduce data storage demands. Benchmark-
ing a pulse-height counting system against the current digitization system could show
that the current pulse-height counting technologies are sufficient for the CNPA.
It should be noted that the CNPA was fortuitously able to calibrate the detectors
with the Tandem Accelerator. It is not clear that this capability will be available
in the future. Detector calibration once every few campaigns is desirable to monitor
detector degradation. If the Tandem Accelerator is not available, an appropriate
collaborating party will need to be found.
Moving away from the CNPA, new diagnostic capabilities will be available on C-
Mod in the coming years. A FICX diagnostic to measure fast-ions has already been
demonstrated for 3He minority plasmas and there are plans to measure H minority
plasmas as well. This diagnostic will provide a check on CNPA measurements, and
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the results from H-minority operation are greatly anticipated [32].
A first generation lost-ion detector is currently planned to be installed in the 2011
vessel opening. Lost-ion detectors that can resolve energy and pitch-angle have made
significant contributions to fast-ion research in other tokamaks such as NSTX, DIII-D,
JET and ASDEX-U. Specifically lost-ion detectors are capable of measuring ejection
of fast-ions due to MHD activity, either Alfv6n Eigenmodes or sawteeth crashes. The
CNPA does not monitor the correct pitch angles to provide measurements of these
ejected ions.
This thesis finds some interesting dependencies of minority heated fast-ions on
C-Mod. It may be interesting to design similar experiments on other tokamaks with
minority heating, such as ASDEX or JET.
6.2.2 Improvements to simulation
Next generation simulations are currently becoming available with the rapid increase
in computer capability. Full-orbit Monte-Carlo codes such as SMC or ORBIT-RF
may provide improvements over CQL3D [81, 82]. While CQL3D is computationally
faster, it is likely that the quasi-linear assumption that particles do not have large
energy changes in a bounce time is violated in C-Mod. The full orbit codes could test
this hypothesis directly.
CQL3D is currently being extended to calculate the diffusion coefficient directly
from the wave-fields. Initial results from CQL3D show that the new diffusion coeffi-
cient provides a much faster fast-ion response than the quasi-linear calculation [95].
Also, in a parallel effort, CQL3D is being improved to include finite-orbit effects [96].
It is unclear whether this will have significant impact on the codes' agreement with
experiment. However, this improvement will remove the assumption of zero-orbit
widths that is clearly not valid, and thus should provide a better approximation to
the real physics.
Lastly, with recent increases in computing capability and the use of computation
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frameworks to manage large time-dependent massively-parallel simulations [97] it is
now possible to run AORSA in a fully 3-D environment to better account for possible
toroidal effects. These 3-D simulations would include the effects of multiple toroidal
modes in the reconstruction of the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient and could provide
a more realistic prediction of the energy kick received by ICRF heated ions.
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Appendix A
ICRF Heating in Tokamak Plasmas
This appendix discusses the physics behind ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH).
It begins with the derivation of the Cold Plasma Dispersion Relation (Section A.1)
and focuses on the fast magnetosonic wave that is used for ICRH. Then it discusses a
quasi-linear calculation to derive the energy imparted to a fast-ion at the resonance
(Section A.2). Then this energy kick is evaluated for C-Mod parameters (Section
A.3). Lastly, a brief discussion of mode conversion is presented (Section A.5)
A.1 Conductivity tensor - cold plasma dispersion
relation
We begin by deriving a relationship between the plasma current and the electric field.
Specifically we wish to solve for the conductivity tensor in the generalized Ohm's
Law,
J= *o' .E. (A. 1)
In isotropic media, the conductivity tensor *o' is a constant and we recover the Ideal
Ohm's Law,
E = 77J, (A.2)
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where q is the resistivity of the material. However, in a strongly magnetized plasma,
we cannot simplify the conductivity tensor to a constant, and we must solve for it
completely.
*F 4 o.xy
ozy
1X
O-yz
or zz
(A.3)
To solve for the conductivity tensor, we consider a fluid model.
our fluid obeys conservation of momentum,
mng aj +v3 .V ) qr E+ x Z) -Vpj - mnv. ji
Each species j of
(- -v'l . ( A.4)
In the above equation, m is mass, n is density, ii is velocity, q is charge, p is pressure,
and vjj, is the collision frequency between species j and species j'.
First, we proceed with assumptions that lead us to the cold plasma dispersion
relation. We assume that we ignore temperature effects,
>> VTh, (A.5)
where VTh is the thermal velocity. The second assumption is that the wave phe-
nomenon occurs much faster than collisional phenomena,
W > v. j (A.6)
These assumptions are fairly well satisfied at all points in the plasma with one notable
exception. At the point of resonance, the parallel wave number, k becomes very
large and temperature effects are important in determining how the wave behaves at
resonances.
Using these simplifications, we eliminate the pressure and collision terni from Eq.
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A.4, simplifying it to
mn 7 + -) -'V-) =j gy- (+ -5 x B5) .(A.7)
We also notc that this simplification has uncoupled the equations between the different
plasma species, since the coupling was introduced only in the collision term.
To proceed further we write all quantities in the following Fourier series form,
Q = Qjexp (-swit + iki - Y).
More specifically, we assume that each quantity consists of an equilibrium quantity,
and a perturbation quantity at the frequency of interest,
Q ~ Qo + Q1 exp (-iwt + ik -Y . (A.8)
We ignor n hiher ordeAr terms We also assiime that the plasma has no net flow
and no equilibrium electric field: V= E = 0.
The fluid equations can be simplified with a convenient choice of coordinate system
without any loss of generality. We assume that the equilibrium magnetic field is
entirely in the z direction,
$= Boz+ B1 . (A.9)
For now we want to consider a wave moving in any arbitrary angle relative to B.
However, without loss of generality, we can rotate our coordinate system so that the
k is entirely in the x-z plane. Namely,
k = kzz-± k,5.
We now write down the three separate equations for Eq. A.4 ignoring all terms
that are the product of two first-order terms. For now we consider only one species
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and drop the j subscript.
-iomv12 = q (E12 + viyBo) ,(A. 10)
-iwmvi, = q (Eiy - viBo) , (A.11)
-iomnviz = qEiz. (A. 12)
Solving for &, and using the definition for the cyclotron frequency, oc =,, gives,
- (iwE12 - wcEi)V12 = 2 2 W
S(iwE~y + ocE12)
viy =M 2 2
q iE 1 2
m w
We note that w is positive for ions and negative for electrons. Before we can
calculate *F* we need to define the plasma species of interest. For this calculation
we assume that the plasma consists of a singly ionized ion species and electrons.
Even though we are predominantly interested in the wave interaction with a minority
species in this thesis, provided the plasma is predominantly one species, the governing
wave physics away from the resonance are determined by the dominant species.
For equilibrium we demand that the plasma obeys the quasi-neutrality principle,
namely that in any closed volume, the total charge is 0. Since all our ions are only
singly ionized, this is satisfied if
neo = nio 0 -
Then f becomes
J = eZnii; - eneve = eno (; -v
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where e is used for the unsigned elementary charge.
Finally we write out the conductivity tensor terms (see Eq. A.3).
xie 2 no 2 + 0 2 2  2XX YY Ti W -- Wci meW - ce
2 ( CWei Wce
xJy ~yx = -en 0  2 2 2
mio -we' me W Ce
ie 2 no (1
W (mi meI
-xz = yz = zx = zy =-0.
We next obtain a relationship between f and $ from electromagnetic wave prop-
erties.
Beginning, with Maxwell's Equations:
V X $E ",
at
V x B = 0J + ,-
c 2 at
V. p =
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
(A.16)V . B = 0.
We assume all quantities are expressed as we did in Eq. A.8 and that leads to the
linearized Maxwell's equations:
ik x B1 = p
60
ik . B1 = 0.
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J1 2 E1,
(A.17)
(A. 18)
(A.19)
(A.20)
ik x $1 = iw$1,,
We eliminate B1 by taking the curl of Eq. A.17, giving the linearized homogeneous
wave equation,
ik x ik x Ei = iw ik x B1 = i oyi (A.21)
This equation is simplified, using the substitution Ji = - 1 giving,
2
k x k x Ei = 2 E1 - iwpo a - E1.
We rearrange the above equation into the standard form by substituting for the index
of refraction,
kc
where we use the capital N to distinguish the anisotropic refraction index from the
plasma density. This substitution leads to the standard form of the dispersion relation,
-4 -l -- -a iN x xE1 - E~j1 + 2 -Ei = K.E 1 , (A.22)
where we have defined the dielectric tensor, K, as:
K = I + -7 (A.23)
In Eq. A.23, 7 is the unit tensor and we have made use of the identity c2 1
Equation A.22 can also be written out in component form, and making no as-
sumptions on the direction of the wave, this gives,
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- C2 $1 
.
(N + - Kxx) Ex - (NxNy + Kxv) Ev - (NxNz - Kxz) Ez =0
-(Nx~~~y +2y)E +(Z+N - Kvy) Ey - (NyNz + Kyz) Ez = 0
- (NNz + Kzx) Ex - (NYNz + Kzy) Ey + (NZ + N- Kz) Ez 0.
We wish to find all possible conditions that allow this system of equations to have
a non-trivial solution. To get a solution, the determinant of the component matrix
must be 0,
-NxNy - Kyx
-NxNz -- Kzz
-NNz - Kz
-NNz - Kz =0
Ny + N - Kzz-
(A.24)
Writing out the actual determinant is overly cumbersome, and we make use of our
simplifications before proceeding further. We use our geometrical assumptions (see
Eq. A.9) to reduce the dielectric tensor. Furthermore, for simplification, we write the
dielectric tensor in the Stix notation:
-iD
S
0
0
0
P.
(A.25)
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-NxNy-Kxy
NX + NZ Kyy
-NyNz 
-Kzy
S
K= iD
0
S={ (R+L),
D = (R -L),
w2 ± W2.
p =1- W2 Pi
R pe p
R=1- (W W-)
w(W - Wce)
2
2
W (W - W'j)
In the above equations, we use the definition of the plasma frequency,
We rewrite Eq. A.24 using the Stix notation and also using our geometry assumptions,
giving,
N - S
-iD
-N1NN11
iD
N + N1
0
-S
-N1N||
0 =0.
NI-P
(A.26)
We are interested in plasma waves near the cyclotron frequency of the minority
ions. The waves we launch are fast magnetosonic waves from RF antennas, and
assumed to have a fixed value of Nil that is determined by the antenna geometry.
Therefore, we write out the determinate as a biquadratic in N1 ,
SNe + (N -N2) + D2] N + p [(Ne-Sn2i- D2l= 0. ( A.2 7)
Since we are interested in ion cyclotron heating we consider launched waves with
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where,
the following orderings,
W Wci «Wpi < Wpe Wee,
Wpe mi m i
2
WciWce me me cei
Using these we can simplify the equations for S, P, and D as follows:
-2
U)) LO22 2 2
W Wc i WWce WeiW 
W
2
W2
We simplify further by noting that,
S me
P mi
and assumingt,
N1~ S < P.
With a little effort, Eq. A.27 can be separated into two roots giving,
P (S - N 2
N2 ~ (A.29)S
(N - D2 (R - N (L--NN2 ~~ . (A.30)
It is the second root that is interesting for ICRH minority heating. This wave has
two cutoffs and one resonance. The cutoffs occur when the numerator in Eq. A.30
is zero, and the resonances occur when the denominator is zero. The cutoffs occur
on the edges of the plasma requiring the wave to tunnel through a small evanescent
region to reach the plasma center. However, we are more interested in the wave's
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behavior at the cyclotron resonance w = wej.
More detail of the wave behavior at the resonance is handled in the next sections.
However, it is relatively simple to determine the wave polarization at resonance. We
o this by comparing Ey to E,. There are many ways to do this, but the easiest is to
consider the middle line in Eq. A.26. Comparing the two electric field components
gives,
iD
v N2 + NIV - ' S
At the cyclotron resonance D, S -± too and 2 = -1. However from Eq. A.30 weS
can show that at w = w,
N W oZ/Wc2 (A.31)
is finite.
Therefore,
EY = iE2. (A.32)
This corresponds to a circularly polarized wave in the clockwise, or electron diamag-
netic direction. Unfortunately, ions gyrate around the field lines counterclockwise, or
ion diamagnetic direction. The result is that there is almost no absorption of the fast
wave at the cyclotron resonance for the main ion species.
There are two solutions to this problem. One solution is to heat at a harmonic
of the cyclotron frequency. A second solution is to introduce a minority species with
nm < nb, the density of the minority species is much less than the density of the bulk
species. In this limit, the wave acquires a left circularly polarized component that
can interact with the minority ions at their fundamental cyclotron frequency [98]. In
Alcator C-Mod this is accomplished by using naturally occurring hydrogen in bulk
deuterium (or sometimes helium) plasma. For most heating scenarios, including the
bulk of plasmas that appear in this thesis,
< 0.1.
nD
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A.2 Absorption from quasi-linear theory
Calculation of the plasma absorption is a complicated process. The assumptions that
we used to derive the cold plasma dispersion relation are not valid near the absorption
layer. This section and the following discuss the quasi-linear theory approximation
that is typica ,lly used to calculate absorbed power. We present an overview of quasi-
linear theor\ leading to a calculation of the Stix power absorption in C-Mod. In
the next section, we use the same quasi-linear theory to calculate the kick given to
a single particle passing through the resonance layer in C-Mod [94]. The derivation
here begins with Stix [55] and follows the excellent overview given by Hammett [67].
We start with the unlinearized forms of Eqs. A.10 and A.11 in the presence of a
wave with frequency w,
dv= q Ecos(wt) +c,
dt m
= EYcos(ot) - wCvX.
dt m
Here, q is the signed electric charge. Writing these equations in terms of the circularly
polarized electric field,
1
2
and the velocity,
U = V + ivy,
gives,
du + iwcu = q (E+e-iwt + Ee+wt). (A.34)
dt m
We are interested in a particle as it is moving along a field line. In this case,
we, a function of the magnetic field strength, changes, and we can parametrize it
as a function of time, we = Wc(t). Furthermore, we are only interested in the E+
component, because it is resonant with the ions. Solving the differential equation in
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Eq. A.34 gives,
u(ti) = exp i J Wcdt u(to) + -E+ J exp (-i f (w - wc)dt') dt , (A.35)
where the first term is the homogeneous solution and the second term is the particular
solution that arises from the electric field driving term. In the above equation we have
used the simplified resonance condition of w = we. However, the actual resonance con-
dition should be written as w = w, + vii k1 , where the resonance is Doppler-)roadened
due to finite k1 . However, we neglect the Doppler-broadening term as it does not have
a large effect on the calculation of the energy imparted to a single particle passing
through the resonance layer (see Hammett 2.4.8 [67]).
In general the particle phase and the wave phase are random with respect to each
other. Therefore, the change in energy is due entirely to the electric field term and
is,
6W = E+ exp (-f J(w - w)dt' dt . (A.36)
We evaluate both integrals by expanding we about the cyclotron frequency we,
I v
oc ~ W 1 + Lil t (A.37)
L 1l is the parallel scale length given by 1/Li = 1/B - dB/ds where s is taken along
the magnetic field line. The integral then is,
exp i J( - we)dt' dt j exp ( i (t2 - t2) cit
ft ~~ ~ 2r Lil toIo 2 1( = . (A.38)
An analytic solution to the second integral is obtained by setting to = 0 and ti -+ oo.
The goal is to get an estimate of how much energy is absorbed on average by a particle
passing near the resonance layer between time to and time ti. This average energy
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gain per transit through the resonance surface is given by,
6W 1 = -m [lu(t1)| - Iu(to)12] = 2qE+2 .2rL1  (A.39)2 2 m wvl
We make a brief detour to calculate the power deposited to a particle by multi-
plying SW 1 with the rate that a particle executes a transit, Vb. Stix's result for the
power densitly is given here (in mks) without derivation,
nH 1q RPstix = |E+f2, (A.40)B rlsin(O)|
where nH represents the density of the resonant minority hydrogen ions and q is the
plasma safety factor.
Stix's derivation is invalid on the midplane (0 = 0) and on axis (r = 0). The
0 = 0 singularity arises from the linear approximation of parallel scale length, Lii.
The r = 0 singularity arises from neglecting the Doppler broadening k - V in the
resonance. For now, we consider the Stix power away from these singularities. First,
we need estimates of the magnitude of the electric field. We calculate the electric
field magnitude by evaluating the Poynting flux,
S= -E x H. (A.41)
2
From the linearized Maxwell's Equations we get H = k x E/2pow. Then the Poynting
flux can be written as,
-= E x (k x -) EE -- (EE])$. (A.42)
2p-oo 2poo
The k . term is small and is neglected by Stix and Hammett. Using the definition
for N ck/w gives
SI = -eocNIE 2 = 1.33 x 10 3 NE2 (W/m 2 ) (A.43)2
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From Eq. A.31 we use typical C-Mod parameters of ni = 1020 m-3 and 13 = 5.4 T
and get N ~ 36. The Poynting flux is the flux of electromagnetic power through an
area. For C-Mod, we have 2 MW of ICRF power that passes through a region of
the plasma that we model as being a cylinder with height, h = 20 cm located at the
ICRF resonance layer of RO = 68 cm. Then the magnitude of the Poynting flux is,
S = 2RF = 2.34(W/m 2). (A.44)27Ro H
Finally, we estimate the electric field from Eq. A.43 and get that |El. Assuming
that the minority contribution is dilute enough to not affect the wave physics, it can
be shown that |E+| = 2|El [98], giving a result that is similar to the prediction by
AORSA of 3-4 kV/m.
Using 4 kv/m for the magnitude of the component of the electric field that is
resonant with the minority ions, we now calculate the absorbed power from Stix (Eq.
A.40). We use r =0.1 m and standard C-Mod minority density of nH = 0.07 x
1020 and get an absorbed power density of ~23 MV/m 3 . This is reasonably close to
the results from AORSA-CQL3D, which calculates a peak flux-surface average power
density of ~25 MV/m 3 (Figure 4-4).
A.3 Energy to a single resonant ion
We return to the calculation of the energy imparted to a single thermal resonant ion.
This is accomplished by considering Eq. A.39. However, before we can evaluate that
equation we need to know L11, the parallel scale length. We start with the definition
of Lil and invoke the chain rule several times,
1 1dB ldBdRdO d#
11 B ds B dR dO do ds'
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and use the following geometrical identities,
1 R dB BoRo dR . dO 1 d$ 2,r
B BoR o ' dR R2 ' d' d$ q' ds 2rR
Combining all the above definitions gives a final equation of,
R 2qL R = . (A.45)
rsin(6)
Here, q is the plasma safety factor and 0 is the angle with respect to the plasma
midplane (not the magnetic field). The above derivation is only valid away from the
magnetic axis and the plasma midplane. For typical C-Mod parameters at ICRF
resonance of q = 1.1, R = 0.68, a = 0.22, r = 0.1, and sin(O) = 1, we get that Ll~
5 m.
To calculate the maximum energy imparted to a thermal ion, we consider an ion
with banana tips at the resonance layer. However, before we consider this case, we
examine the simpler case of energy imparted to a passing ion. This case is simpler
because we can take vl to be constant. A thermal ion with W1 = 1 keV has parallel
velocity, v ~~ 4.4 x 105. Then using the previous calculated values for |E+I = 7
keV/m and L1 = 5 m we can calculate that the change in energy for a single transit,
SW 1 = 330 (N.
For the particle that has a banana tip at the resonance, we cannot use the ap-
proximation given in Eq. A.37. Instead we have to use the more general form,
, s(t)
In order to (alculate the particle position, s(t) we write the force equation for the
particle in a changing magnetic field.
dB B
Fi = ty = p = -mailds LI,
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Where P is the first adiabatic invariant and all is the particle acceleration in the
parallel direction. Then we have the following equations for particle velocity and
position,
ptB [pB
v1 (t) = - t (t) t2mLil 2mL 1
where we have set the particle position at t = 0 to be at the banana tips. So at t
0, we set s = 0, and we have vil = 0 because the particle is at its turning point. Our
new expression for the particle cyclotron frequency is
weWy1 2mL 2t .
We now use the above expression in Eq. A.36. The solution to the inner integral can
be immediately evaluated,
w 0Bt - t3 t0 - t3
(W - oc)dt = t 0 = 0. (A.46)
t2mL 3 73
In Eq. A.46 we have defined a time constant 7 as,
T ~ 2 (6 1/3T 6mLI
w pB
The outer integral then takes the form,
( -t\{I [iB itt!! it3\
exp (3 exp (3 dt = exp (3 exp (- d(t/T) (A.47)
In order to evaluate the integral analytically, we need to take the limits to be -oo
and +oo. Then we can use the identity,
Se idx - ~1 1.55
-oo0 V(3) '
Finally, we can take the solution and put it into Eq. A.36. The exponential terms
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vanish when taking the magnitude, leaving the solution,
3W = q2[E+12 2(1.55)2. (A.48)
2m
All that remains is to calculate the magnitude of 3W 1 using C-Mod parameters.
6mnL2 6mL 2
r = = 1 m1 3 x 10-18 S3 (A.49)
wpB WW
where we have used W 1 = 2 keV, L 1 = 5, and o = we. Using, the electric field
calculated above of |E+= 4 kV/m, we get a value of 6W ~ 2.4 keV. This result is
problematic, because the quasi-linear assumption requires that 3W 1 is small compared
to W1. For the passing particle, we calculate 6W ~ 0.15 x W1 . However, for a
particle with banana tips at the resonance we have 3W1 > W 1 . This implies that
quasi-linear theory is invalid for a large population of resonant ions on C-Mod. These
ions experience kicks that are much larger than predictable by quasi-linear theory.
As ions )ecome more energetic, W 1 will be larger and the resultant kick will be
small in comparison to the particle energy. Quasi-linear theory will become valid
again for these energetic particles. Nevertheless, there could be a discrepancy in the
initial evolution of the distribution function, when the ICRF waves are damping on
thermal ions.
A.4 Full Quasi-Linear Expression
This section will write the equations used in AORSA to calculate the RF quasi-linear
operator, Q (f). The quasi-linear diffusion equation is given by,
Qaf)Q(f) = -- D'-- (A.50)
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which is a standard diffusion equation. The quasi-linear approach involves computing
the change in the velocity vector, 666$, that arises from the electric fields averaged
over a particle orbit. A simplistic approach for this calculation was given in the
previous two sections where we only considered fields that existed at the resonance
layer and computed the increase of one component of velocity space for a passing
particle and a particle with its banana tips at the resonance. This section will provide
the general solution for the quasi-linear equation.
Expanding the derivatives in components yields the following form of the diffusion
operator,
Q f)= B a+ + - E + oF . (A.51)u ( 89U (90 U sinO 80 (9U 80
In the above equation, u represents normalized speed. It is normalized by the user
input variable Enorm which represents the maximum allowable energy. 0 represents
the pitch angle at the midplane. The third component of velocity space represents
the phase. Quasi-linear theory requires that the phases be decorrelated, which sets
these derivatives to 0.
The diffusion tensor D is broken up into four scalar coefficients, A, B, C, andD.
These represent the contributions to vuvu, ouvo, vovu and vovo respectively. Calcu-
lating the coefficients is a difficult task, the result computed by E.F. Jaeger is given
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B = aRe
r[= vI, 2 (
*T . (2)Tk2
C=aRe L r Ii nOc - sin2O) ( w 6 E
N=0 uikrssn
7r V 1
N1 I U 11,res
(oc
I
UI1,resslino
- sin2o)
"~ - sin
1
2
a 8weEnormAnUl
In the above equations, y is the magnetic moment normalized to Enorm, and 1
represents the harmonic number. The vector a' is given by,
Jim kivi) uLJ1 1
(kivI)
where v is the velocity without normalization, and J represents the Bessel Function.
The rotated field vector, e is given by,
1
2= (Ec,
(Ec,
- iEfl)exp (i. r+ (1 + 1)#)
+ iEO)exp (ik - -+ (I - 1)0)
Eilexp (ik -F+ l).
The electric field component E, is given by E - 8, where 8, is the part of the
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below [89].
(Edw-
ul ,res]
E= aRe
F = aRe
N11
12) T)
u ,res_
where,
uiires_
d. = [U1 ks v1j j e
8, vector perpendicular to B. Bf is in the direction of B x 8,. To evaluate the
coefficients, it is necessary to sum over various wave harmonics. The exact number
of wave harmonics included in the calculation is input by the user. The simulations
in this thesis generally use a 128 by 128 grid of modes.
A.5 Mode conversion
Mode conversion is a plasma wave phenomenon that occurs when the conditions in the
plasma are such that more than one wave can propagate. When this occurs, there is a
possibility for the original plasma wave to convert to the second wave. For the waves
we are interested in, there are possible mode conversions to two other plasma waves.
These are the Ion Cyclotron wave and the Ion Bernstein Wave, a hot plasma wave.
In the minority ICRF heating scheme, these waves cannot be launched directly into
the plasma, and are only accessed through mode conversion of the fast magnetosonic
wave.
The fraction of the wave power that is mode converted to either of these waves
is directly related to the minority concentration. At high minority concentrations a
large percentage of this wave power is mode converted and only a small percentage
is absorbed by the minority ions. Alcator C-Mod uses mode conversion for alternate
heating and current drive schemes [99], but these areas are not a focus of this thesis.
Instead, we desire minority fractions where ! < 0.1. At these minority concentra-
tions mode conversion is small and there is strong damping of the fast magnetosonic
wave on the minority ions.
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Appendix B
Energy and Spatial Calibrations
B.1 Energy calibration
The CNPA detectors were calibrated against a source of protons of known energy.
The calibration process not only provided the voltage-energy curves for our detector,
but also verified that the detectors did not degrade in performance over the campaign.
The energy calibration was performed using a proton beam generated by the CLASS
Tandetron accelerator. The beam was backscattered off a thick molybdenum target
at a 900 angle. The detector was connected to the standard analyzing electronics
described in Chapter 2. However, it was not possible to move the CPCI digitizer
near the accelerator, and therefore, a multi-channel pulse-height analyzer (MCA)
was used. A. cartoon of the calibration setup is shown in Figure B-1. The detectors
were calibrated twice, once during January 2009 and again in June 2010.
B.1.1 The CLASS Tandetron accelerator
The CLASS (Cambridge Laboratory for Accelerator Studies of Surfaces) Tandetron
Accelerator is a tandem accelerator used primarily to study deposits on C-Mod surface
materials [100]. An ion source produces negative ions that are accelerated in the first
stage. These ions pass through a nitrogen gas stripping chamber in which positive
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Figure B-1: Cartoon of the backscatter calibration
ions are produced. The positive ions are then accelerated through the second stage.
By converting the negative ions to positive ions the accelerator can produce a beam
with energy twice as high as it could with just accelerating ions of a single charge
state. The experimental setup for the calibration is shown in Figure B-2.
B.1.2 Scattering from a heavy target
In a collision between a proton and a heavy nucleus in energies 2 MeV or b elow, the
dominant force is the electro-magnetic force. Therefore, we can ignore any effects
from nuclear excitation and use a simple classical approach to calculate the rebound
energy of an incident ion off a stationary nucleus. Using conservation of energy and
momentum we get the following three equations.
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Figure B-2: A picture of the CLASS Tandetron accelerator and the CNPA diagnostic
in the January 2009 calibration setup. This setup was recreated as closely as possible
for the June 2010 calibration
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Figure B-3: Cartoon of the scattering process off of a heavy ion
1 2 1 2 1  2
moi = -me2 + -Mot (B.1)
mvi = mvcos(3) + MvMcos(-y) (B.2)
0 = mvsin(#) + Mvmsin(y) (B.3)
where m denotes the mass of the incident ion, M denotes the mass of the target
ion, vi is the incident velocity, v is the scattering velocity, and vM is the recoil velocity
of the target nucleus. The angles 3 and y represent the scattering angles for m and
M respectively. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure B-3.
After some algebra we produce the following equation for the scattering velocity
as a function of the incident velocity.
VS = Vi (cos(#) i V/1 - a2sin 2(#)) (B.4)
a + 1\
where:
m
M
If we consider the case, as in the calibration setup, where the scattering angle 3
is 90 degrees, we can reduce Eq. B.4 to the following:
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VS = Vi (B.5)
or using W =mv 2 we get the following:
1 - a
Using Molybdenum as the target we see that:
V, ~ 0.98Vb (B.7)
In a thick foil target, Eq. B.7 is satisfied for protons that scatter off of nuclei
on the surface of the target. Protons that penetrate some distance into the target
before scattering have a lower energy corresponding to how deep they penetrate. The
resulting curve is one where a relatively constant fluence is seen at the detector until
W ireached, at which pnint there is a sharn edge (see Figure B-4a).Counts that are
observed above W, can be attributed to double counting events, where two scattered
protons arrive at the detector at the same time. When fluence is high, these double
count rates are more common.
B.1.3 Energy spectra
Three spectra from different calibration runs along with a simulated spectra are shown
in Figure B-4. All the actual spectra show clear edge features at We, similar to the
simulation. However, the calibration spectra also show some double events that pro-
duce counts more energetic than W,. These counts occur when two protons arrive at
the detector at the same time. Raising beam fluence increases these double-counting
events. In all cases, the double counting events were significantly lower than the single
counts and are not expected to affect the calculation of where the edge is located.
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Simulation of 800 keV beam
(c)
Spectrum from 800 keV beam, Det 200, Jun, 2010
(b)
Spectrum from 800 keV beam, Det 184, Jan, 2010
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Figure B-4: This plot shows various energy spectra from backscattering calibrations.
Plot (a) shows a simulation made by the SIMNRA program of 800 keV protons
scattering off a thick molybdenum target at 90 degrees. The sharp edge is clearly
seen. The red line shows the calculated value of W,. Plot (b) shows the spectra for
800 keV protons for Detector 184 (unused during the campaign) The red line is where
the W, is taken from. Plots (c) and (d) show spectra of 800 keV ions for detectors
200 and 184, respectively.
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Figure B-5: Conversion between MCA Channel and digitizer voltage for both the
January and June calibrations. The different curves occur because of a different
resolution setting on the MCA.
Converting MCA channel to digitizer voltage
A second calibration was performed to determine the curve between the MCA channel
and the digitizer in the C-Mod cell. A function generator was connected to the input
of the shaper, and leading edges with heights of 2-40 mV were used as inputs to the
shaper. The output of the shaper was connected to both the accelerator MCA and
the CPCI digitizer. Using this, a relation was obtained between a channel on the
MCA and the CPCI digitizer. The conversions used are shown below in Figure B-5.
There are two curves shown in Figure B-5 because the MCA had a different resolution
for each calibration.
B.1.4 Calibration results
The calibration results with fits are shown for 3 J-Top detectors in Figures B-7 and
B-6. Figure B-7 shows a close up view of the calibration curves to highlight the
discrepancy between the two calibrations. Figure B-6 shows the extrapolation of the
curve to low and high energies. The results show a difference between the calibration
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Figure B-6: Calibration curve for the J-Top CNPA detectors showing the linear curves
for digitizer voltage as a function of incoming fast particle energy for 4 different
calibrations and an extrapolation to high and low energies. The black curve is a fit
to the January calibration of detector 184 (pluses). The red, blue and green curves
are fits to detectors 184 (pluses) 197 (diamonds) and 200 (asterisks) respectively
results for the same detector over a 6 month range. This detector was not used in the
tokamak, so the differences are not attributable to degradation due to particle fluence
in C-Mod. Using the difference as an error estimate shows that we can determine
the energy of the fast-ions to around 10% accuracy. However, the data show that
the three detectors calibrated simultaneously on one day are in excellent agreement,
indicating that there was no degradation of the detectors due to exposure to the
plasma.
The difference between the January and June calibrations give the estimate for
the calibration error. In the calculations in this thesis, the June calibration is used
and the uncertainty is estimated based on the January error.
B.2 Spatial Calibration
In addition to an Energy calibration, a spatial calibration was performed to verify
the geometrical views of the CNPAs.
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Figure B-7: Calibration curve for the J-Top CNPA detectors showing the linear curves
for digitizer voltage as a function of incoming fast particle energy for 4 different cali-
brations zoomed in to show the divergence of the January calibration to the June cal-
ibrations. The black curve is a fit to the January calibration of detector 184 (pluses).
The red, blue and green curves are fits to detectors 184 (pluses) 197 (diamonds) and
200 (asterisks) respectively
B.2.1 F-Top spatial calibration
The spatial calibration of F-Top was performed on two separate occasions. The
first calibration was performed during spring of 2009, and the second calibration
was performed during the summer of 2010. The calibrations were accomplished by
replacing the detector with a visible camera with an appropriate sized mask, and
viewing through the aperture. An LED was placed at known spatial locations in the
tokamak and the results of these spatial calibrations were shown in Figure 2-8.
B.2.2 J-Top spatial calibration
The J-Top detectors were calibrated in a different manner than the F-Top detectors.
Because of the physical layout of the detectors it was infeasible to replace them with
a camera. However, we were able to replace them with a detector, not covered with
a foil, and thus sensitive to visible light.
A small laser was mounted in the vessel at known spatial locations and projected
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Figure B-8: Setup for the in-vessel spatial calibration for the J-Top CNPA.
vertically upwards through the apertures onto the detectors. A laser was chosen
because diffuse light sources such as LEDs were found to be too weak to be seen
by the detectors. The laser position was adjusted my translating it radially and
toroidally, but not adjusting the tilt. The point of maximum signal on the detector
indicates the location of the aperture relative to the vacuum vessel. A picture of
the in-vessel calibration is shown in Figure B-8. Also, see the schematic diagram in
Figure 2-3.
Mounting the laser required several in vessel components. A spar was secured to
the inner wall by a metal strap that goes around the inner column. We secured a flat
plate on top of the spar with a measured grid on top of it. Therefore, we were able
to locate where in the vessel our laser was mounted. The difficulty in the calibration
rested in ensuring that the spar was perfectly level and that the laser was pointed
directly upwards. We were able to verify each of these within 0.05 degrees, which was
the estimated sensitivity of our level. This corresponds to an error of approximately
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3-4 mm for the aperture location. The position of the detector relative to the aperture
is tightly constrained by the diagnostic design, and is known within 1-2 mm.
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Appendix C
Charge-Exchange Cross-Sections
for Proton-B4+ and Proton-C5+
Interactions
This appendix deals with the estimation of the cross-section for the following inter-
action,
H+ + B4+ -+ H + B+ (C.1)
Charge-exchange cross-sections for the interaction of fast protons and hydrogen-
like boron interactions require theoretical calculations because of the difficulty of
producing experimental data. The difficulty arises because an experimental measure-
ment would require the near impossible task of injecting an energetic proton beam
into a near-fully stripped boron population. For this thesis, the energy range of in-
terest is between 100 keV and 2 MeV. The peak cross-section occurs when the proton
energy is at a comparable speed to the bound electron Bohr velocity. For boron, the
proton velocity is equal to the electron velocity at ~ 600 keV, although it is found
that the peak cross-section occurs at a slightly lower energy (~ 400 keV)
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A 1982 paper by Macek and Alston [101] calculates the cross-section for interaction
of light ions and hydrogen-like heavy ions by expanding in Zp/ZT and Zpe 2 /(4I7rohvp).
The first expansion parameter is the ratio between the atomic number of the projectile
nucleus and the target nucleus. In our case, the value is 1/5. The second parameter is
the ratio between the particle velocity and the Bohr velocity of the projectile nucleus.
For protons, the bound state energy is 13.6 eV, so the expansion is valid for energies
above 13.6mp/me ~ 25 keV.
Macek and Alston calculated the cross-sections using the strong potential Born
(SPB) approximation. Their results for charge-exchange into the nth orbital for a
target with atomic number ZT are reproduced below in SI units.
nSP (47re0h2 2 ZIM 1o-"PB (Me2 2-xmee Zr T
81 2+v 2  1 ___p 282( 0 v2>
x 2 7V12 N(v)| dx [ x + -)+ I-I_4vx
fX x6 (X _ X2 _+4V2 (_4 + s
x exp -2v tan-' 2v (C.2)
Where Z, is the atomic number of the fast moving, electron-receiving ion. ZT is the
atomic number of the slow-moving electron-donor ion, n is the final quantum state
of the donor ion. The following definitions are also used:
ZTe 2
(4reohv)
X0 =1-v 2
Xm (1 + v 2)2
IN(v)|12 = e'" 1-'(1+iv)12
2 2n 2
iMn(V)| = + 2) 2 + V2)(1 + exp(-27ro))(n2 2
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Here v represents the proton velocity normalized to the ground state Bohr velocity
of the target nucleus. The equation is valid in both the low v and high v limits,
provided that the proton energy remains above 25 keV.
There are two errata in Eq C.2 as it appears in Macek and Alston. The absolute
value term in the arctangent needs to be included. Without taking the absolute
value, the argument of the exponential switches sign at x = xO. This causes an
unphysical rapid increase in the cross-section at a specific energy value. Furthermore
the (1+ v 2) /x 4 term is mistakenly written as (1 + v 3 )/X 4 . This error was found when
comparing t4o) a previous calculation done by Briggs [1021.
The plots of Eq. C.2 (solid line) against the tabulated values (black pluses) given
by Macek and Alston is shown in Figure C-1. Unfortunately, there are appear to be
some small discrepancies between the tabulated values and the values derived from
Eq. C.2.
In 1987 T.G. Winter improved the calculation for the p, B4 + electron transfer
cross-section by employing a coupled-Sturmian-pseudostate basis [103, 104]. Winter's
results along with the SPB results are shown in Figure C-1. Winter's results produced
lower cross-sections than the SPB approach. He attributed the discrepancy partly to
his more accurate treatment of transfer into excited states.
Unfortunately, Winter did not produce any calculations for electron transfer for
proton energies above 600 keV, leaving only the SPB model as the best theoretical
calculation at these energy levels [105]. It is unclear from these data alone whether
the results from Winter's calculation asymptote to the SPB curve or remain lower
than it. However, in 2004, Winter produced a calculation for electron transfer with
hydrogen-like carbon at high energies [62],
H++ C5+ --> HO +C6+ (C.3)
These results, coupled with the results from the 1987 paper produce a consistent
picture of the charge-exchange cross-section with carbon up to 3 MeV. These results
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Figure C-1: Cross-sections for H+ + B 4+ -+ HO + B 5 + interactions. Solid black line
is from Eq C.2. Black pluses are from tabulated values in Macek and Alston [1011.
Red pluses are from Winter [103]. Blue diamonds are scaled values of Eq C.2. Red
pluses combined with blue diamonds are the recommended cross-section.
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Figure C-2: Cross-sections for H+ + B 4 + -* H' + B'+ interactions. Solid black line
is from Eq C.2. Black pluses are from tabulated values in Macek and Alston [1011.
Red pluses are from Winter [103, 62]. Blue diamonds are scaled values of Eq C.2.
Red pluses combined with blue diamonds are the recommended cross-section.
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are shown in Figure C-2 where it is seen that the constant factor discrepancy between
Winter and the SPB approach persists into the high energy range. Therefore, to
estimate the cross-section for the desired charge-exchange interaction with boron, we
use Winter's results for energies less than 600 keV and scale the SPB approach by a
constant factor (here 0.55) for energies greater than 600 keV. These scaled values are
shown in bhie diamonds in Figures C-1 and C-2. However, the first two energy points
in the boron plot are scaled by 0.62 and 0.58 respectively for a smoother transition
between Winter's calculations and the scaled SPB approach. It should be noted
that these results represent the cross-section for charge-exchange into all possible n
quantum states. The result for charge-exchange into the n = 1 quantum state is -0.8
of the total result.
The cross-sections are also given in tabulated form in Table C.1 for boron and
carbon. The carbon results are not used in this thesis but may be important for
other tokaminak experiments where carbon is the dominant impurity. cross-sections
have been included up to 10 MeV. Above this value, relativistic effects need to be
included.
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Table C.1: Cross-sections for charge-exchange with B 4+ and C+ cross-section results
are in units of 10-26 (i 2 ) Starred entries are from Winter [103].
Energy (keV) p-B4+ p-C5 +
75 88*
100 200* -
150 - 59*
200 550* -
300 630* 180*
400 590* -
450 - 170*
600 360* 150*
625 325 -
692 253 117
771 192 102
864 148 86.0
976 110 69.5
1110 76.9 53.7
1270 50.8 39.5
1480 32.5 26.7
1735 21.3 16.9
2060 13.0 9.9
2500 7.0 5.9
3080 3.2 3.3
3900 1.2 1.5
5100 0.35 0.51
6940 0.075 0.13
9990 0.010 0.02
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Appendix D
List of Symbols used in this Thesis
Units
unitless
radians
radians
m
Farads/m
radians
radians
unitless
Joule/Tesla
unitless
Tesla m/Ampere
s-1
unitless
m
m 2
ohms-'
s-
radians
eV
Tesla/m 2
radians/s
radians/s
radians/s
Explanation
Reduced mass
Scattering angle
Scattering angle
Banana width
Permittivity of free space
Poloidal coordinate
Pitch angle
Coulomb logarithm
Adiabatic invariant
Reduced mass
Permeability of free space
Collision frequency
Normalized tokamak radius (r/a)
Gyroradius
Cross section
conductivity tensor
Classical slowing down time constant
Toroidal coordinate
Ionization energy from nth orbital
Toroidal flux
Frequency (usu. of ICRF)
Cyclotron frequency
Plasma frequency
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Symbols
Ab
6C
0
A
ItI
to
v
p
PL
TS
0
wp
Xn
WC
WeP
i
Sybl Unt
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a
C
D
e
f
f
f
fc
F
I
I,
J
k
K
L
m
M
n
n
N
q
q
r
R
Ro
t
T
Te
Teff
U
vi
V
W IV11
w
z
z
Zeff
m
Tesla
m/s
m2 /s
Coulomb
Volt/m
m- 3 (m/s) 3
Hz
Hz
unitless
Newtons
Ampere
Ampere
Ampere/m 2
m-1
unitless
m
kg
kg
m-3
unitless
unitless
Coulombs
unitless
m
m
m
s
eV, keV, J
keV
eV or keV
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
J, eV
m
unitless
unitless
Symbols Units Explanation
Minor radius of a torus
Magnetic field
Speed of light
Diffusion
Elementary electric charge
Electric field
6D distribution function
Frequency (usu. of ICRF)
Cyclotron frequency
Average gaunt factor
Force
Current (electric or beam)
Plasma current
Current density
Wave number
Dielectric tensor
Scale length
Particle mass
Heavy ion mass
Density
Principal quantum orbital
Index of refraction
Signed atomic charge
Tokamak safety factor
Minor radius coordinate
Major radius coordinate
Major radius of a torus
Time
Temperature
Electron temperature
Effective temperature
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity perpendicular to mag. field
Velocity parallel to mag. field
Convective diffusion
Energy
Vertical distance from tokamak midplane
Atomic charge
Effective charge of plasma
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